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Roy Bard Presented ASC Award;
County Is Most Outstanding
Wednesday morning at the ASC county office at Hickman, Roy Bard, Chairman of the County ASC-Committee, was presented an award for Fulton County being
selected as the most outstanding county in the Western
District of Kentucky.
The award was presented by , Kenneth Grogan, of
Murray, ASC Fieldman for 12 counties in the Western
part of Kentucky,• including Fulton County.
Mr. Grogan, who works out of the Lexington office,
made the selection, which was confirmed by the State
ASC Committee.
Fulton County was selected for
the award for the organization of
work in the office at Hickman,
the ifiterest of the committee, the

Wyatt Will Run As Lt-Governor With Combs
ti
•
Chandlensm.
On United Ticket To Defeat
Louisville Attorney Wilson'Wyatt has withdrawn as
a candidate for the Democratic nomination for Governer and will become a candidate for Lieutenant Governor on a combined anti-State Administration ticket with
Bert Combs as top man.
Wyatt's withdrawal has been confirmed at Louisville
by Dave Francis, his campaign manager, who says "We
believe this is what people all over Kentucky have
been anxious to see happen, and I feel that Mr. Wyatt
is an extremely big map to put the party foremost over
personal ambition."
"It is definite, there is a Combs-Wyatt teem," Francis
added.

One weapon used by Clements
and the Combs forces to bring
Wyatt's withdrawal was said to be
a straw poll conducted for Clements by a professional poll-takMr. Bard has been with the ing organization. Figures derived from this poll,
County ASC Committee going on
in 115 counties, showed
taken
been
has
chairman
He
years.
four
foi the past two years, and be- Wyatt running a bad third in the
fore that was a regular member race.
There were reports that this'inone year.
Roy Mani
formation caused even leaders of
When the Committee was se- the Third District _Democratic
office manager and-Clerks in pro- lected for the award, the other 'organization to tell Wyatt that
viding a good program for farm- Committee •members were James
ers in the county; the efficiency Sanger, regular member and
in the office,and the good cooper, James White, regular member.
Local News Over
ation with the state office in being Now, Roy D. Taylor has replaced
WFUL
STATION
prompt with reports. etc and Mr. White on the Committee.
7: am. "The Live Wire"
Also 8: am, 1: pm. 5: pm
Bulletins at any time

Jones Pleads Guilty Tuesday
In Death Of Joe °toner

Molly Jones, Hickman. pleaded
guilty to a homicide charge in
Fulton Circuit Court at Hickman
Tuesday and was sentenced to a
year in prison.
A motion for probation was entered, and Circuit-Judge Elvis J.
Stahr was expected to rule on the
motion Wednesday.
Jones was charged in connection with the death-af Joe O'Conner several months ago.
At that time officers said Jones
found,O'Conner by the side of a
highway and took him to Hickman. O'Connor and Jones engaged in a fight and O'Connor died,
alledgedly from being struck by

Jones.
Four colored men pleaded
guilty to breaking and entering
the I. Q. Taylor store at Hickman and were sentenced to pentitenitary. They are Luke••Dickens,
two years; Percy Brown, two
years; Junior Smith, one year,
and George' Purefield, one year.
A. Z. Brown, charged in the same
ease, pleaded not guilty and his
trial fts been set for May.
Charles" Buchanan, who pleaded guilty to .breaking into the T.
McConnell store at Hickman, was
given a two-year sentence, Milton Craddock, pleaded not guilty
to sthe same charge and his trial
also 14 scheduled for May.
William H. Allen, charged with
carrying concealed a deadly wealam pleaded guilty and was sentenced to two years
The trial of a 2100,000 suit
against the Hiekman-Fulton
County Rural Electric Co-operative Corporation will get underway Wednesday. The co-op is being sued by Effie Jewell Harrison
in connection with the death of
John Rowland Harrison who was
electrocuted at Cayce some time
ego.

Volume Twenty-Eight

they could no longer provide the
funds and the assistance that
would be necessary for a continuation of his campaign.
His decision to withdraw apparently came after extreme politieal
pressure was brought this week,
causing some of his closest supporters and advisers to warn him
that his campaign was not getting
off the ground.
Former U. S. Senator Earle Clements arrived in Louisville Monday night and since then has been
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Williams Heads City National;
History Of Bank Interesting
Major executive officer changes'
at the City National Bank were
made at the Board of Directors
meeting held ori January 16, the
bank announces.
N. G. Cooke, long time .president of the organization, became
chairman of the board of directors. Clyde P. Williams, Sr. was
elevated trom executive vicepresident and cashier to president
and cashier.
Other officers include Parks
We_aks, vice-president; Bertes
Pigue, assistant cashier; and John
Daniel, assistant cashier.
The bank directors are: N. G.
Cooke, C. P. Williams, Sr.. L. F.
Burke, Leslie If. Weaks, Joe D.
Davis, Clyde P. Williams, Jr. and
Parks Weeks.
Then bank reports as of December 31, 1958—total resources

hoping—even praying—for a.clos- political history of Kentucky has
ing of ranks in order to be cer- there been a more unselfish
tain that we will defeat 'Chand- action, and I know the people of
lerism' in order to bring a new Kentucky share my sincere gratslate to Frankfort.
itude to this outstanding Ken"Far more important than position or pride are the principles
which caused me to enter this
race in the first place. These principles must, triumph if Kentucky
is to go forward. In the interest of
complete harmony among the
anti-Chandler Democrats, I have
offered , therefore to combine
forces with Bert Combs on the
basis of these principles and to
run with him as a team. I have
expressed by willingness to be a
candidate for Lieutenant Governor. I want to express my seep
appreciatien to my many friends
and co-workers who haVe been
`supporting me. I know they will
understand this decision and I
urge them to join with me . .
the former Louisville mayor
added. "
Combs, contacted at Louisville,
says,"we welcome this opportunity' to work with Wilson Wyatt and
Ms organization and supporters. I
Bert Combs
Wilson Wyatt
find it hard_ to express the pride,
has set aside personwho
of aggressive campaigning I could gratitude and deep satisfaction :fackian
win the primary in a three man that I feel in accepting Mr., al ambition and unparalleled
to the
race. I know there are thousands Wyatt's magnanimous offer to demonstration of devotion
state."
his
of
welfare
the
in
Never
with,us.
forces
join
are
who
of dedicated Democrats

conferring with leaders of both
the Combs and Wyatt camps.
Wyatt, contracted by United
Press Inkrnational says of his decision, "in .the interest of a better Kentucky I have reached a
decision which will bring unity
to the Democratic Party. Although
I believe th f with four months

of $4,385,690.74, Deposits are $4,187,121.94.
—(Editor's Note)—
We were going through a 1911
special edition of a local newspaper this week and ran across
an interesting feature on the City
National Bank of Fulton. The
Continued on Page Eight

Stokes Announcement For Office
Brings Out Interesting Statistics

llome Partially
Destroyed When
Hit By Lightning

With the formal announcement by Harry Barrett
Stokes of Hickman that he would be a candidate for
representative from Fulton and Hickman counties, some
interesting statistics in this connection are brought to
light today.
Within the past thirty years,'the two counties have
been represented by a liiclunan Countian for 22 years;
the City of Fulton and the City of Hickman have had
one represe tative each. Fulton County residents living
out of the t'iv limits of both Hickman and Fulton have
represented t e counties for three terms.

Stubblefield
Motions Made In Placed On
AG Committee
Highlands
Annexation Case

Blue Crutch
Day To Be Held

Fulton High
Honor Roll
Is Announced

Harry B. Stokes Announces As
Candidate For Representative

Pierce-Cequin Closing After 70 Years In Business

kICY

Number Four

ed for his first term, served the
counties for two terms.
qWr. Stokes makes his
'
While
formal announcement today. Joe
Treas, a popular city of Fulton
resident has made known his
plans to seek the office of State
representative from the two counties. The previously circulated
campaign issue that a Fulton
County "city" has not had a representative in 33 years .is refuted
today by the official statistics
- --jottings
from the Secretary of State's
office. Hickman has not had a
from
Here is the information on these ed by the Governor.
representative from within its
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Harvey M. Pewitt, a Fulton borders in 24 years, and Fulton
as procured -from the
Green on Third Street was struck statistics
Frankfort.. County farmer, living in the Pal- has not had a representative from
,
by lightnipg Tuesday night dur- Secretary of State in
J. D. Via, Clinton estine community represented the within its city borders in 22 years.
os
ing a rainstorm and one room in , 1928
J. D. Via, Clinton- twin counties for one term, and
1930
The score appears about even
the attic was destroyed by fire.
J. D. Via, Clinton Jennings Kearby, who lived in on this campaign plea. It is not
1932
The Fulton Fire Department
electwas
he
when
Crutchfield
1934 .... Glenn Lane, Hickman
generally known whether or not
fought the fire for over two hours
1936 .. W. L. Hampton, Fulton
Hickman County will have a
before putting'out the blaze.
1938-46 .... H. L. Waterfield
candidate in the race.
Furniture in the upstairs room
Harvey Pewitt
1948
Failure of a candidate from
was destroyed, and much of the
H. L. Waterfield
1950
Hickman County to enter the race
downstairs was watersoaked.
Kearby_
Jennings
1952
You know, its a sad -commenleaves that county the battleWhile Constable Billy Hagan
Jennings Kearby
1954
tary on the business of politics
ground for the two young men
and Guide .Jewell News Editor
Jennings Kearby
1956
The little Blue Crutch lapel tag, who plan to make the race from
that anybody who joins in a fight
of The News and *Pm, were
Johnson symbol in the past of the needs
Jack
1956
a
to
government
good
to bring
Jack Johnson of polio . patients, will betoken Fulton County. While both Treas
1958
Frank Albert Stubblefield of helping to remove furniture from
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a
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a
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cutting up people in small pieces.
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It is a moot question among
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doorway
near
at Hickman motions were heard
Stubblefield -won election last
Jan. 24, is being sponsored by the political observers whether or not
and
was
She
second
a
stunned
for
For This Week
American Legion Auxiliai-y with Harry Lee Waterfield of Clinton
I am sure that my state-wide in connection with the City of May in a close race- with Noble was watersoaked. It was not until
connection with the campaign of Fulton versus Annexation of J. Gregory of Mayfield, a memMrs. Joe Holland
:hairman.
and a candidate for Governor will
after the fire: was out that she
Bert Combs for Governor has Highlands case. More motions will ber of the House from the First
The tags this year will identify give his blessing to one or the
LINE
a
of
only
TRUCK
portion
that
discovered
NEW
be
the
Monday
heard
when
next
your
to
22
/or
years.
District
brought that thought
donors to the expanded National other of the candidates.
A new truck line, with over- Foundation program of continued
Few freshman representatives the ceiling had fallen in on her
mind, either in a malicious or an court moves to Fulton.
of
it.
of
instead
all
is
night -service to Louisville,
At Hickman the court overruled land on the agriculture -commitinnocent fashion.
polio aid plus a new medical as- HOUSE DESTROYED BY FIRE
operating out of Fulton now. It is sault on arthritis and birth detee. Earle C. Clements did sevtwo motions of the defendants.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
the Arnold Ligon Truck Line. L. fects and basic research aimed at
Before any of you form any "Originally, over 60 residents eral years ago. He was put there
Smith on Highway 94 at the LawErwin of Mayfield is traffic repre- improvement of man's health.
gigantic notions aboat my future had signed a petition, against the as the result of a drive engineerson Place was destroyed by fire
sentative in the area for the com- They will be sold by volunteers
activities if my friend Bert Combs proposed annexation of the High- ed by Gregory,
of unknown origin Friday at 1.20.
a
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Erwin
.Mayfield
Mr.
pany.
Watts
Nicholasof
John
GET
Rep.
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should get elected.
lands to the City of Fulton. The
at busy intersections, other street The Smiths were not at home at
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and
formCouncilman
City'
put
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to
the
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STRAIGHT
campaign
THE RECORD
Fulton City Attorney said that
corners, shopping areas and else- the time. Only a few items of
erly an ABC agent in the area.
RIGHT HERE AND NOW AND some of the names listed could Stubblefield on the committee.
where.
furniture were saved. The Fulton
Stubblefield started his bid for
IN PRINT SO THAT THERE not be used, and trte group's atFire Department was called, but
of
51
The
Scouts
Troops
Girl
HERE
GROUP
MURRAY
WILL BE NO DOUBLE TALK- torney, Dee McNeill of Hickman, the appointment soon , after he
J. M. Martin. principal of Fulthe cast of "Cam- and 53 will sell the Blue Crutch the fire had too much headway
from
group
A
reached
Washington.
ING LATER. MI
Several
added some more names:
for the house to be saved.
"My administrative assistant, ton High School. today announc- pus Lights", to be presented at tags on the street Saturday.
residents want to be made a party
ed the honor rolls for the third Murray State College enteron
up
beneath
Ellis,
grew
R.
who
Frank
is
It
firstalace
In the
of the defendants.
a tobacccifarm in Calloway Coun- six-weeks and for the -first semes-• tained the Fulton Lions Club at
the dignity., a Bert.- Combs to
Six indictments Were returned
their regular luncheon meeting
support.
has worked for the Depart- ter. They are as follows:
ty,
bribe anyby for their
jury Monday. at
grand
the
by
Seniors: Boys—Johnny Allen, Friday at the Park Terrace. Miss
When I jaleed his statee head- Hickman. Most of those indicted ment of Agriculture in Washingquarters as.c.ampaign ehairwoman were colored and pleaded guilty ton for more than 20 years. For Glynn Ray Bradley, Freddy Har- Nancy Adams. Fulton singer, was
he neither tittered me a job, nor to charges. The grand jury will the past 10 years he has been per. Charlie Huddleston, Brady among the group. Grady Varden
did I ask for one. I am not one meet at Fulton Monday morning. chief of the branch that handled Williamson, Kenneth Turner, had charge of the program. The
Harry B. Stokes, young 'Hick- Barrett of Hickman and Fred
the tobacco price support pro- Roger Pigue, Philip Jeffress. Lions are entertainecrannuany by man businessman, is today an- Stokes, Sr. of Water Valley. I graof the ' high-priced" writers that
Girls—Mary Ann Bennett, Susan the Murray students.
gram.
Mt. Waterfield accused Mr. Combs
WOMAN HAS STROKE
nouncing his candidacy- for State dilated from Hickman High .
His background and experience Bushart, Ruth L. Butts, Sidney
of hiring to do his public relaMrs. A. G. Campbell of Cayce
of the First Dis- School in 1945. I attended ColumRepresentelive
ON
OPERATED
tions. All of us, except the office suffered a light stroke Friday will be helpful in view of my Calliham, Joan Carter, Joanne
local business- trict, subject to the Democratic bia Military Academy and had
Puckett,
Sonny
Carolyn
Jones,
Brenda
Covington,
agriculture
the
on
force of course, are working
night and was rushed to Fulton assignment - to
approximately a year at Ohio
Primary to be held May 26.
Continued on Page
Continued on Page Eight
Continued on Page Eight
a volunteer basis, devoting our Hospital in a Whitnel ambulance.
candidate State University. I spent two
first
the
is
Stokes
Mr.
time and efforts to restore selfto announce his intentions for the years in the Army Field Artillery.
respect to State 'devernmeht.
I am married to the former
office, which was vacated some
months ago by the death of Jack Susan Quinn of .Mayfield and
wonmany
are
there
know
I
have three fine children. I beJohnson of Clinton.
derful people among you who are
long to the American Legion, the
announceofficial
Stokes'
Mr.
welmy
palace.
about
When Mr. Stephens
much concerned
Masons, am Vice-President of the
A name well-known in Ken- father, the late J. R. Cequin and Cequin & Co.
"Mr. W. P. Murrell, the genial ment follows:
fare, of the advertising cancella- Tenn business circles for almost his active partner, W. P. Murrel. purchased the business, the name
Methodist Men's Club, Secretary
TO THE VOT1RS OF FUL- of the Civitan Club, and Chairtions that have come my way, of three-quarters of a century-L.- The Pierce part of the company was changed slightly to the and popular Manager knows the
luthber business from the log up TON-HICKMAN "COUNTIES:
the under-handed paid political Pierce-Cequin—will end its career name was that of a silent part, Pierce-Cequin_Lumber Co.
man of the Hickman Planning
advertising that appeared in the forever in another few weeks as Devroe Pierce, who was never
to the finished product and he is
I would like to take this op- Commission. Stokes Chevrolet Co.,
according
benefit
the
estimates
1911,
give
without
about
to
in
Back
prepared
Leader
candialways
my
announce
to
according
portunity
Daily
and Fred Stokes Transport, Inc.
the giant Lumber Company closes active in the business,
to an old issue of a local news- and make the right items on any- dacy for State Representative of
of such designation, and the care- its doors following the current to Mrs. Stephens.
I have taken an active interest
our
splena
had
of
company
business.
destruction
the
paper,
lumber
the
in
the 1st District subject to the in civic and church affairs since
fully planned
business liquidation now in prowho worked for did new plant running east from thing
Stephens,
Mr.
spirit.
se , public service'
"Handling stock in large quanti- Democratic Primary to be held my discharge from the Army.
gress.
the firm for many years, pur- McDowell to the I. C. railroad. It
ties the firm can give close prices. May 26, 1959. This announcement This interest in civic affairs has
and
company
lumber
Mrs.
of
the
chased
decision
the
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That
knock
was 400 feet long and 60 feet In additionewtheir big local busi- is not done in haste. I have
But don't worry. Every
influenced me to seek this office.
Stephens, widow of the took over its management in 1935. wide and two stories in height.
is a boost. I can take these re- Clarence
ness Pierce. Cequin & Co:' ship thought long and searchingly It is only fair to you whom I ask
Lumber
Pierce-Cequin
of
daughter
The
herself,
months
some
for
prisals. I can take this intimida- late owner,
step
this
about
nearas
to support me in this endeavor
The article goes(.on to stay: much stock to far as well
the present Company is located at 107 Mchave now decided to run for that I state to you some of
tion and coercion and when the the man who founded
it Dowell Street in South Fulton. Its "The firm carries all classes of by points. The plant employs con- and
the
helped
and
ago,
years
70
firm
Bert
if
and
over
is
campaign
and only one reason—a keen desire things in which I believe:
largest busi-_ telephone number, 33, was one of lumber, both rough and dressed, stantly about a dozen people
promote
to
can
I
little
Combs is elected I can say that it grow into one of the
what
done
do
to
business
of
volume
the
in
is,
blinds,
and
shush
doors,
here.
shingles,
the first numbers issued
the South.
1. I believe first that a reprewas well worth it for the oppor- nesses in its field in
and encourage the future prosperMr. Cequin came to Fulton and builders hardware, screen doors one of the largest lumber plants
sentative of tha people,-whether
The Pierce-Cequin Lumber
live.
I
tunity to work side by side with
which
in
district
inthe
of
and
ity
holds
It
south.
the
in
the Twin- bought into the already establish- and windows and paints. They are
a State Administration that will Company is one of
I am 31 years old and have he be Senator or Representative,
establish- ed lumber business in 1889, ac- prepared to take care of any order creases its business because of
have Paul and me personally Cities' oldest business
fair
My life in Hickman. My owes first allegiance to the people
and
spent
methods
business
owned cording to Mrs. Stephens. The in - their line from a scantling to prompt
Continued an Page Eight
seeking everything that we can ments and was formerly
are the former Camille
parents
Southern dealing."
and operated by Mrs. Stephens' firm then became the Pierce, the material for a
-Continued on Page lied
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to
ds.
ed
ds

many other reasons u hich will be
told in A letter which will be run
with a picture of the Hickman
group next week.
Mr. Grogan said, The Hickmin office group exercises a lot
of initiative in their work."
S. T. Holly, ASC office manager, has also been awarded two
financial awards with certificates
for making suggestions which
were used all Over the state.

Wyatt And Combs Join Forces-

•
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ton News here.

Majority of 40,000 In Third District For Wyatt
Is Political Myth And Absurd Bit Of Mathematics
The most amazing bit of political
adsurdity to come out of this or any
other political campaign is the claim
made by the Louisville-Jefferson
County organization that Wilson
Wyatt will carry that district by upwards of 40,000 votes. Sometimes the
statement claims as high as 50,000
majority for Mr. Wyatt which makes
the claim, not absurd, but laughingly
ridiculous.
The HIGHEST MAJORITY EVER
GIVEN TO A GUBERNATORIAL
CANDIDATE IN A PRIMARY BY
THE
LOUISVILLE-JEFFERSON
COUNTY ORGANIZATION (THIRD
DISTRICT) IS 21,819 votes and that
was given to Lawrence W. Wetherby?
one of the most popular Governors
ever to go into office for a full-term.
Now let's take a look at that 21,819
vote third district majority for Lawrance W. Wetherby in 1951 AND
PROVE THAT that 40,000 majority
is such a wild fabrication that surely
not even Mr. Wyatt can believe it.
In 1951 when Lawrence Wetherby
was given the highest majority ever
given a gubernatorial candidate in a
primary by the Third District (21,819) he was known in political parlance as a "sitting" governor. The
term means that Wetherby was already in office, having served. one
year of the term of Earle Clements,
who went to the Senate leaving
Wetherby acting Governor. In the
1951 race Wetherby had the full support of the Louisville-Jefferson County organization behind him, he had a
wealth of State employees in the district, and what's more he was a Louisville resident, and had the Louisville
Courier-Journal behind him. It was
the ideal set-up.
With all that, the best majority the
Third District organization could give
him was 21,819 majority.
In 1955 the Louisville organization
gave Bert Combs only a 12,000 vote
majority and- that with the full
strength of the-State Administration,
two United States Senators, six Congressmen and the Louisville CourierJournal on his side.
Now comes 1959 with some other
interesting facts to ponder about Wilson W. Wyatt. It would be no misstatement to say that he is not the
most popular fellow who ever wore a

politician's armor. He has hanging
over his head two miserable defeats
for Adlai Stevenson, when he (Wyatt)
was Stevenson's personal campaign
manager. Ie has had some right unpleasant differences with Miss Lennie
McLaughlin (in his past) and with one
major Third District politician against
him (Scott Hamilton) and more to
come, the once all-powerful Third District organization is tottering, but
seriously.
More, the State Administration today has nearly 2000 employees in
Louisville, which Mr. Waterfield
should be able to claim to the tune
of some 15,000 votes. The same district gave Bert Combs 34,000 votes
in 1955, and its no wild prediction to
say that he will get at-least 12,000 to
15,000 in 1959. Think that's fantastic
. .. wait and see!
Now let's whittle a little on that
40,000 majority for Mr. Wyatt in the
Third District.
Appraising the situation in the
Third District as it is today, we'll
split the difference with both Mr.
Waterfield and Mr. Combs and give
them each 12,500 votes in Louisville,
making a total of 25,000 that will not
be cast for Mr. Wyatt.
Now look here at Louisville:.
Possible Votes To Be Cast 50,000
Waterfield and Combs
25,000
Mr. Wyatt is for from 40,000
majority on this score.
Charming as he may be, this does
not seem to be the year, nor the circumstances by which Mr. Wyatt can
combat the State Administration, or
Bert Combs, who, because of his
honest and straightforward campaign
in 1955 has become the symbol of antiChandlerism in this campaign.
Regardless of Mr. Waterfield's
statements to the contrary, the issue
in this gubernatorial campaign is
ANTI-CHANDLERISM,just as it has
been in every race that has seen the
Chandler-hacked candidate hopelessl defeated at the polls.
And since Mr. Chandler hopes to
run for President of the United States
if Waterfield is elected, Kentuckians
are all the more anxious to rid their
state of every hint of local arkcj nation=
al disgrace that this part-time Governor has imposed upon the once honorable, once revered Bluegrass State of
Kentucky.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Humility Tells The Truth
By Francis M. Lee,
Associate Editor of "The Liguorian"
CHANCES ARE we've all chuckled
over the ancient chestnut about the
young fellow who always said the one
thing he was proud of was his humility.
Humorous? Yes. But there can.be
no humor involved for those unfortunate individuals who feel that
humility is not for them. Blinded and
misguided by too many I's in their
lives, they fail to see that humility
is a very necessary stepping stone to
eternal happiness. They prefer to
wander in a mire of deluded self-sufficiency rather than admit their dependence on a higher Being.
FRANKLY and simply speaking,
humility is knowing what you are—
and acting like it. To act humble for
any other reason, save out of this selfknowledge, can be sheerly disgusting.
The Pharisees of old used to deck
themselves out in sackcloth and ashes
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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and perform public penances. Their
self-effacing actions proceeded from
no conviction they were miserable,
unworthy sinners, deserving not even
to live. They wanted only to SEEM
humble. They did. And that was their
reward—they LOOKED good.
OUR WAY of life must not be that
of the Pharisees. With a little thought
and reflection we can see that ULTIMATELY .all our gifts come from
God. And humility is the virtue which
will help us maintain this relationship of dependence between ourselves
and God.
Let it be noted here that there is a
false humility that tan force us into
a lie. The fact is that we all have certain, talents and accomplishments. It
is not humility, therefore, to tell some
complimenting friend that he is a
bald-faced fibber, and that you really
can't play thhe piano, just after you've
flawlessly Pun through a Bock or
Beethoven. The point is obvious. It is
not humility to deny a God-given gift.
Humility is ever truth.
ALL OF US can do something well,
all of us have some gifts to display.
Wear them well; don't hide them. Use
them nOw—your abilities, humor,
love, personality—everything. But
don't forget that your God loved you
enough to trust you with these talents.
Give credit where credit is due.
Nobody ever said humility would
be easy. It takes courage to admit
we've done wrong or that others are
better than us. But it is essential for
our eternal welfare that we all possess
arid practice this virtue. In striving
for humility we can do no better than
imitate Jesus Christ, the Son of God,
for He has said,"Learn of me, because
I am . . .humble."

Respectively yours,
Rosa Fakes,
Mrs. B. D. Fakes
161 Myrtle Ave., Apt. 2
Monrovia,Calif.

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock
January 26, 19119
The Fulton Chamber of Commerce met in regular monthly
session Monday night, with President Leon Browder presiding.
Activities during the year 1938
were reveiwed, and interesting
reports were made by B. A. Ross
and Paul DeMyer on the purebred side and poultry programs.
Last Thursday night a crud
of ninety players gathered at the
Rainbow Room, where a Bingo
Party was staged by the Young
Business Men's Club.
Friday night the Bulldogs lost
to Mayfield by a ochre of 25-18.
Two youths about nineteen or
twenty years of age. drove into
the Cities Service Station on
Fourth Street here Sunday night,
forced the attendant, James William Anderson, at the point of a
gun, to turn over to them all
money in the register, which was
approximately $14.
Calvert City comes to Fulton

•
High Friday night to play the
Bulldogs, at which time Miss Jean
Jolley will be crowned basketball
queen.
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Pearce of
Wingo announce the marriage of
their daughter, Ruby Katherine,
to Jason Deere Nall, which took
place on Saturday night, Dec. 31,
at the home of Squire S. A. McDade in the presence of Mr. and
Mrs. Darrel Jackson.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Parker announce the arrival of a five and
one half pound daughter named
Marion Lucille. The baby was
born Saturday, Jan..1$1att the-fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hunter of
Hickman announce the birth of
an eight pound son, born Sunday,
Jan. 15, at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Walston of
Dukedom, Route 2, announce -the
birth of a ten pound -son, born
Tuesday, Jan. 17, at the FUltott
Hospital.

Dun & Bradstreet, lac's 154 U.
S. officers are mailing annual reports fur year-end statements to
2,721,427 business concerns includDear Sirs,
ing 297 businesses in Fulton
Enclosed find money order for County which are listed in the
$2.00. I am visiting my daughter, .Dun & Bradstreet ReferencG
Mrs. H. C. Thomas, in Lubbock Book, an increase of 46,333 ovef
'and will be here one month to a year ago.
Included in this mailing .are
three. Please send paper to enclosed address and I will pay 38.828 business owners in Western
balance on subscription when 1 and Central Kentucky and Southcome home. My address is: Mrs. ern Indiana. Preston Bendrick,
district manager, at' Louisville
L. C. Massie, 2110-55th Street. which handles credit reporting for
Lubbock, Texas, care of H. C.
102 counties in this area said reThomas.
quests are being sent for the first
to
I will notify you when
time to 5,341 concerns which were
change the address.
newly listed during the past year.
Yours truly,
Mrs. I....C. Massie

passing by and then shot out the
street light. And I told them I
would report them.
The Fulton County News
I don't think they should desP. 0. Box 485
troy city property and should be
Fulton, Kentucky
told how to use the guns. One boy
was a Harris, Jr. and a white boy
Deal' Editor:
on Water St. so I leave the rest
Just a little report about some. to you, Mrs. Westpheling,
little boys with bee bee guns were
Sincerely yours,
on Thomas Street Saturday afterST Alexander
noon shot another kooy that was

Why get two
when
one will do?

around town with

•

Ouida Jewell
':he good luck of Percy Brown,
36-year-old colored prisoner, did
not last very long after his escape
from the Fulton County Court
House at Hickman, by jumping
from a second story window.
A short time after his escape,
he.thumbed a ride from a car
passing down the Hickman-Union
City highway, about three and
one-half miles southeast of Hickman. When the car stopped out
jumped Deputy Jailer James Martin, who grabbed Brown, and
carried him back to the county
jail.
The deputy jailer had taken
Brown and other prisoners in the
Fulton County Jail at Hickman to
the court house Thursday afternoon to clean the building for
Circuit Court, which convened
• •
Monday morning.
The upstairs had been cleaned
and the deputy and the prisoners
had moved- downstairs, when it
was noticed that the dusty- andpan had been left upstairs. Brown
was sent to fetch the cleaning
items. The deputy walked part of
the way with him, then waited..
Shortly, a loud noise was heard.
Brown had made his escape by
jumping from a second story
window. This was at 3:30 p. m.
When the other prisoners were
back in jail, Deputy Martin got in
his car and was combing the
countryside looking for the escaped prisoner. He had a flat tire.
He flagged a ride into Hickman
with a city employee, Swann
Jones. After having the flat fixed
the deputy Was being returned
to his car by Jones, when the
prisoner was seen thumbing a
ride. The deputy told Jones to
stop for the Negro and he laid
down in the seat, until the car
had stopped, That's when he
jumped out and • grabbed the
escapee.
Brown is awaiting trial, charged with breaking into the I. Q.
Taylor store at Hickman.
Did you ever eat any thocolatecovered ants, fried grass-hoppers,
or rattlesnake Meat? They say
rattlesnake meat is -good, but I
don't think I could stomach ants
and grasshoppers. Do you? Just
thinking about it, makes me sick
—but those unusual items, and
many more, can be purchased in
some grocery stores.
I decided I wanted some caviass
and asked a friend to pick up
some in Memphis. She went to
one of those big supermarkets,•
which handles everything under
the sun in the food line, and said
she almost bro'ught me some of
those thocolate-covered anta and
fried grasshoppers—but they were
too expensive. It's a good thing
she:didn't, for it would have been
money down the drain. They
•stould have, for sure, ended up in
the trash can! Ug!
A friend of mine, Mrs. Pauline
Bell, of South Fulton, really pulled a boner, recently. She was having an early morning party, So
got up at 5 a. m. to prepare delicious refreshments to serve. Her
guests came. The party was over
and everyone had left, except
two, when Mrs. Bell discovered
she had forgotten to serve her
refreshments. Was she embarrassed!
Recently, we received the cutest
picture of the three off-springs
of Winnie 'and Tom Cataldo of
New York City. Fultonians will
remember Tom as one of the outstanding ballplayers on the local
Kitty League team back a few
years ago. Winnie writes the nicest letters and is always interested to hear of their friends back
here.
The other day at the radio sta-

tion, I really got a scare. These
are only two things I am afraid
of, and those are gas and guns.
My fear of gas originated when
I was a child, when mother and I
were almost suffocated by gas at
our home in Birmingham; Mich..
I had some little cooking utensils
and wanted to bake a cake. I
thought I would light the stove,
but‘
I only turned on the gas.
After mother had deVeloped a
.horrible headache, she discovered
that the gas was turned on.
A number of years ago 1 did
about the same thing over .at
Radio Station WENK at Union
City; while working there.
But, to_ get. bark. to the other
afternoon at WFUL. Ken Stanley
and I were at the station, along.
He was in the control room and
I was in the office. I began to
smell a strange odor and soon
developed a headache. ,Ever so
often I would look in the wastebasket to see if it was on fire
(had dumped an ashtray a short
tittle before). There was no fire.
After awhile, Ken came away
from the controls and complained
of the smell. We began a search of
the building, just as Ken Turner,
came in. It was he who discovered that the pilot light on the gas
heater was out, and gas was filling the building.
We are glad to hear that
Richard Myatt, manager of the
Colp Wholesale Co. here, is reported to be some improved at
Hillview Hospital. Mr. Myatt has
been seriously ill.
.„
Mr. Guy Robertson of Highlands, who has been employed
by the I. C. Railroad for many
years as an engineer made his
last raxi .Friday. Mr. Robertson,
who was 65 on Jan. 18, took his
railroad pension on Monday, Jan.
19. Mr. Robertson and his wife
have one son..
Was chatting with Mr. Sortie
Madding, local garageman. Friday at the Hickory Log, and was
amazed to learn that he is 66
years old. You would never guess
It! He says he is mighty proud
of his good health and that he
has the energy of a youngster.
You know, I can remember when
I used to think someone 65- was
really old. But, not any longer! It
seems like the older I get, the
younger the older people are.
I understand that Thursday,
Feb. 5, is the date set for both
the annual Blue and Gold _Banquet of .the Cub Scouts and the
annual general meeting of the
Twin-Cities Chamber of. Com)
morce.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS
TM NEWS welcomes expressirs from its readers. Such
dram mast be signed but
mime will be °remitted from
publication If requested.
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ELECTRIC
WASHER-DRYER
in ONE compact unit
• Save space

• Save work

• Save clothes
Is apace

at a premium? Buy a compact eleCtriC
washer-dryer combination. Takes less space than 4
two separate units — and does the complete job of
washing and drying automatically. Install it anywhere, The right location — kitchen, laundry, utd- ity room or bathroom — makes your work easier,
-saves you time and steps.

The electric washer-dryer is a work-saver! No lifting heavy, wet wash from washer to dryer. Clothes
are washed and dried automatically in one continuous operation. Clean,-gentle electric heat saves
clothes too ... dries them to perfection — away
from flames, fumes, bleaching sun and dust.
Buy a combination electric washer-dryer.

The Fulton County News
P. 0. Box 485
Fulton, Ky.
To Fulton County News,
Please change the address on
the News from. So. San Gabrial
to 161 Myrtle Aye, Apt. 2, Monrovia. Calif.
I sure enjoy the paper so much
and hate to miss a single copy. I
moved to Monrovia this week.
Sorry you Fulton people are having such cold weather. Its fine
here, but Fulton is still home to
me.
Trusting I'll still get the Ful-
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only about 70
a load is all you pay
to wash and dry clothes
electrically.
This is the average coat with
our low electric rates.

Soo Your Dotal's.
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Children With Birth Defects
To Benefit From March of Dimes
Children with birth defects, is increasing, he reported. In 1939,
rated by physicians the childhood I a total of 12,413 infants died of
health problem most needful of this cause, but by 1953 the numattention in America today, will ber rose to 20,012. Furthermore,
benefit from the 1959 March of the number of persons surviving
Dunes conducted this January by crippling birth defectiigains with
the National Foundation. •
improvement of surgical and
"The theme for the expanded medical techniques.
March of Dimes is 'Toward Great. "National Foundation researchterVietories,'" theNdirector said. ers will study the causes of all of
"Now that the Salk vaccine Jilts .the more than 600 kinds of birth
.given the key to victory over- defects." the March of Dimes dipolio, the National Foundation is rector said. "They will seek
ready to muve on to other prey- methods of prevention as well as
ing problems.'
improved techniques for diagnosis
"Our specific initial goals are and treatment. The earlier birth
polio, virus diseases, arithritis, defects are detected, the better
birth defects and disorders of the they respond to medical care or
surgery."
central nervous system."
Birth defects (congenital malformations) cause the death of
34,000 U. S. infants a year, the
campaign director,said.
"This is one-fourth of all Infants who are stillborn or die
Farrneis who live in the Bayou
within .the first month of life. de Chein watershed are considerSome 250.000 newborn babies an- ing- forming a watershed consernually have significant birth de- vansy district. The district would
fects. Half of them will grow up be formed with the auri of obtain'reitlicted with serious illness. trip- ing federal aid for erosion conpiing or chrunic_diseale."
trol and drainage on farms in the
Patient aid for children thr`ough watershed.
Farmers in Graves County and
18 suffering from birth defects
involving the central nervous liNkman County, who live in the
•
system soon will be offered by the watershed, are cooperating.
National Foundation, the March
All farmers in the Watershed
of Dimes director .announced. In- should discuss this problem with
cluded are spina bifida (faulty the Soil Conservation District
structure of the spine); encep- Supervisor, the County Agent or
halocele (open skull); and hydro- the Soil Conservationist in this
cephalus (excessive fluid in the
brain cavities).
These defects are caused before
birth, not during the act of birth,
he paid. Known causes are injuries to the germ cells and factort which act On the child as ii
Forty boxes of peanuts, crackdevelops withia the mother, or ers, etc., valued at about $40, were
both.
stolen from the Lance Warehouse
The importance of birth defects on the Martin Highway in South
as a cause of death and crippling Fulton recently according to
South 'Fulton Night Policeman
Elmer Mansfield.
The building, which is owned
highway
City
Panel-Calms
by Clyde Fields, was entered by
—
the thief knocking the latch off
• SAT-STN.. JAN. 24-25
the back door.
(Starts at 7 00 and 815)
Sonny Kendell is the local
'THE DECKS RAN RED
James Mason. Broderick Crawford Lance distributor.

Farmers To Form
Watershed District

STARLITE Drivea

442 44 Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.

Twin Science Fiction
SHOCK SHOWS!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
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Atkins Reelected
President Of
Jones Auto Parts

Nancy F. Crews of South Fulton High School, will soon be
wearing a specially designed pin
honoring her as a newly appointed representative to McCall's Patterns' Tenn Fashion Board for the
1958-59 school year. This selection has been announced by McCall's Patterns' Educational DiCUBS HAVE MEETING
rector, Kit Mason. Over 2,000
senior high school students who
Den Five of the Cub Scouts met
have demonstrated sewing skill,
on Tuesday afternoon of last week
fashion knowledge and school
at the home of Mrs. Thomas.
leadership have qualified for this
There were five members present.
nomination to the Board by their
We made ox. Dues were collectHome Economics teachers. Eligied. We made the living circle and
-bility to the nationwide board is
limited to one outstanding student
the plans.were made for our Blue
from each school.
and Gold Ettnquet to be held in
In addition to her pin, each
February.
Teen Fashion Board member will
HICKMAN GIRL WINS—An essay written by Mary receive a membership certificate,
Cecilia Bacon of Hickman was recently chosen to be in a card, a subscription to McCall's
Teens" Catalog and her
the final running for the grand prize offered by "Exten- "Today's
favorite McCall's pattern. Her resion", a national Catholic magazine. The grand prize is sponsibility as a Teen Fashion
Acaurato
a $500 scholarship to the college of her choice plus a Board- member will be to report
among
WORKMANSHIP
trends
fashion
latest
two weeks trip to Chicago this summer. Miss Bacon is on the
her set, thus acting as an advisor
At Low Cost
a Junior at Sacred Heart School in Hickman.
to McCall's Patterns' Design DeWatches, Clocks sad Time
Father Edward Tarrant, shown aboie with Miss partment. To help her in this
newts of All Wade Accuher
Bacon, while in Paducah learned that the magazine was capacity, McCall's will send
rately Repaired at Low Coot
special advance fashion material
sponsoring the essay contest and he promptly decided from New York throughout the The annual stockholders meet- by—
to exercise the minds of his English class members. Miss year.
ing of the Jones Auto Parts Co.,
ANDREWS
k
Bacon is the 16-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Inc. was held at 7 p. in. on Jan.
Company
Jewelry
12, in the office of the Company
S. Bacon of Route 4, Hickman.

Mary Cecilia chose her own essay topic and the product took her two nights to write. Being constantly
impressed by the wonders of nature, she wrote of "The

Nowa

GMT 1.41011 111111111 KM.
alts111 DUNN
1*Cif gafelan

k Southern Stales
Meeting Jan. 26

I

You'll shriek! You'll Howl! Biajou'll Love 'Em Both!

I

Guaranteed Work!
Reasonable Rates!
A qualified technician
with specially - designed
equipment will make that
repair correctly . . . the
first time. Pickup and delivery.

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

Your hogs get a better start, grow faster, go to
'market sooner when you feed Southern States hog feeds.
You save 1/3 on time and labor and you cut your feed
bill too. Disease danger greatly reduced. It all adds
up to more money for you.

,Got Southom Stotos Hog Foods Now

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS:

Also — SLICKED UP PUP (Color Cartoon) I I

Sc ON FIVE BAGS

STARTS SUNDAY FOR 5-BIG DAYS

SUSAN
HAYWARD
',Mt*
44
lrold torrid and
\
story
The
true!
Grahamof Barbara
The lost but never

Paducahan Is
Seeking Post

Dalton Greenfield, Paducah
attorney, will seek election as
First District ...railroad commissioner, in the primary election
in May.
Greenfield announced his candidacy last Tuesday as his formal declaration was filed with
, A three-day District Agency the secretary of state in Frankconference of managers and per- fort.
Greenfield seeks to succeed
sonnei of South States Cooperative Service Agencies in the Har- Frank A. Stubblefield of Murray
he left vaNIrrs Willie Gross Bennett, 75, din, Ky., area will get underway in the office which
to Conelected
was
he
when
cant
was killed at 815 Sunday night on January 26th. All sessions will
when a car struck her while she be held in the KenlakkHotel near gress.
The office covers the 42 westwas crossing the road to her Hardin.
ern most counties of Kentucky,
home at Huntingdon, Tenn. She
The meeting is especially de- roughly one-third of the state.
had just returned with Mrs. signed to help agency personnel,
districts in
Lusky Dill, a neighbor, from to become better acquainted witff' Two other railroad
the state each elect a commissionchurch.
the products and ses_vices of the
Sgt. John Lumpkin of-thelitite cooperative so they in turn will er, and the three men comprise
Highway Patrol said Mrs. Bennett be better equipped to serve the Railroad Commission.
walked behind Mrs. Dill's car Southern States' more than 384,after leaving it on Highway 22, 000 members. The conferences
when a car dr4ven by Wilbert will be conducted by officials and
Martin, 28, Negro of Saltillo,
distribution and purchasing
- top
.-Tenn., hit her.
men from the cooperativ 's cenThe Negro, with his family was
a
tral oftipes In Richmond
en • route to Paducah, where he
is employed. He was charged with
The conference in the,Iardin
manslaughter and put up a $1,000 area is one of nine meetings
bond when arraigned before scheduled to be held at various
Magistrate J. Herman Williams of points through-out the six-state
Huntingdon. A hearing was set operating territory of the organization. Southern States Cooperafor Saturday.
Services were held at 2 p. m. tive, which is one of the nation's
Tuesday at Huntingdon Church largest regional farmer cooperaof Christ. Jimmy Powell officiat- tive's, has Agencies in Kentucky,
ed. Burial was in Palmer Shelter West Virginia. Virginia, TennesCemetery ,near Huntingdon. Dil; see, Maryland and -Delaware. day Funeral Home was in charge.
Talks will be presented on seed,
Mrs. Bennett was a lifelong feed, fertilizer and farm supplies
Corral Countian. She was marri- at the session.
ed to S. 0.• Bennett 56 years ago.
She was a member of the Church
TILTING CONVERTER
of Christ. At Kuttawa, W. C. Kelly built
She also leaves a son, Garvin
Bennett of Huntingdon; three the first tilting converter in 1851
daughters. Mrs. Edna Sniith of to produce malleable iron by blast
I Huntingdon. Mrs. Troy Crum of process later credited to BesClarksburg and Mrs. W. N. Adams semer.
of Fulton; Five' sisters, Mrs.
Gracie Jones. Mrs. Serena Crider, and Mrs. Henry Dill of HuntingMrs Gurtha Riddle and Mrs. Sid don; 12 grandchildren and 10
Dill of Mount Pleasant, Texas, great-grandchildren.

Double the Thrills — Shooks and Excitement !
WON

with President Smith Atkins presiding.
New officers were elected as
follows: Smith Atkins, reelected
president; Ele IL Sensing, secretary and general manager; Harold
Copeland, vice-president; and W.
B. Holman, treasurer.
A dividend was declared.

EDWARD KENIMER — JUNE KENNY — GENE PERSSON

— FEATURE NO. TWO —

CRAWLING, SLIMY THINGS

TERROR BENT
ON DESTROYING THE WORLDI

10c TEN OR MORE

per CWT.
( Pig Developer (pellets) with Hygromix
(
'
16
Pig Pre-Starter (pellets) with Hygromix
Pig Starter Pellets with Hygromix—Supplement sow's milk $5.10
38% Hygro Blend—meal (available in pellets)..
38% Sow & Pig Supplement—Grower and fattener for
feeding with corn. Ideal for dry lot feeding _
40% Pork Maker—Grower and fattener for feeding with
\ $5.30
corn. Ideal for pasture feeding
$4.70
40% Pork Booster Meal (with alfalfa meal and antibiotics

We will feed your hogs on Extended Credit if you Qualify

lonely sinner
who got the

roughest deal
fife ever dealt!
EDWIN NELSON — JOANNA LEE — ALAN FROST.,

Plus Color Cartoon "OF MICE AND MAGIC"—

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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Sylviadeen Moss Becomes Bride Of
Harold Pewit! On January 4th

Miss Patsy June Sanford Becomes
Bride Of James Wendell Conn

HOSPITAL NEWS

The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
The marriage of Miss Patsy wore a navy blue dress. With it morning, Jan 21
June Sanford, daughter of Mr. she wore a gray hat Her corsage
Fulton Hospital:
and Mrs. Erse Sanford of Wingo, was also of white carnations.
and James Wendell Conn, son of
Immediately following the cereMrs. A. G. Campbell, Cayce;
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Conn of mony, a reception was held in the
Fulton took place. January 11, at church basement. The four-tiered Robbie Sue Chtempion, Crutch(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
2:30 in the afternoon at Poyner's wedding cake was topped with field; Mrs. Thomas Nichols, Fultoni---L R. Jeffress, Fulton; Mrs.
Chapel Methodist Church.
white wedding bells and was surfor your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Jessie Joyner,' Fulton; Barry
The minister of the church, the rounded by white_carnations.
Adams, Fulton; Mrs. J. D. CampRev. B. A. Bowden. officiated at
The •table was overlaid with a bell. Clinton; L
R. Jones, Clinthe double-ring ceremony
lace cloth over a green cloth. ton;
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Vaughn of the Beelerton ComMrs. Joe Mullins, Fulton:
The archway I:owing the altar White and green streamers and
munity will be honored on their Golden Wedding Anniwas entwined with palms. Candel- large sVedding bells along the Mrs. John 114cCree, Lynnville:
versary with a Golden Anniversary Tea, Sunday afterabra set amid baskets of white walls completed the decorations. Carl Irvin, Fulton; Tom Work,
Dukedom; Verna Johnson, Hickgladioli and palms completed the
Mrs. C. F. Sanford, Mrs. Dick man; Mrs. Thomas
noon, Jan. 25, from 2 to 4 p. m., in the Terrace Room of
Howell and
decorations.
Conn. and Miss Maggie Conn
the Park Terrace Restaurant. Hostesses will be Mrs.
Mrs. Gerald Conn, pianist. and were in charge of serving. Miss baby, Foiton, E. J. Hay., Fulton;
Carl Puckett, Sr., and Mrs. Bill Holland of Fulton.
Mrs. James Nolan Vaughan. solo- Betty Myatt kept the guest Mrs John Cagle, Hickman; Fred
Gibson, FUlttin; Robert Hone,
ist. presented a program of nup- register.
Mrs. Vaughn is a sister of Mrs. Puckett apd Mr. HolWingo; Mrs. J. T Travis, Fulton.
tial music preceeding the cereFor her wedding trip, Mrs.
land.
mony. Mrs. Vaughan.- cousin of Conn chose a' blue wool jersey Thad Fagan, Fulton; Mrs. John
No invitations have been sent, but all friends and
the bridegroom, sang "I Love You sheath dress trimmed with blue Thompson, Fulton; Turner
Truly"
by Bond and "0 Promise satin and featuring a draped cowl Dowdy. Clinton; Mrs. L. M. Milrelatives are invited to attend the Tea.
Me" by deKoven. Mrs. Conn play- collar. Her accessories were black ner, Fulton; Mrs. Willie Henry.
There were four tables of end.
ed "The Sweetest Story Ever and she wore the orchid from Fulton; Mrs. Ethel Frost, Hickman; Mrs. C. M. Hornsby; Hickbridge players at the weekly
Told". "Always". by Berlin; and her bridal bouquet.
Refreshments of dainty sandman; Mrs. J. J. Muse, Fulton;
d'Hardelot's "Because". The traLadies Day .at the Fulton Country wiches, pickled tomatoes, salted
After their wedding trip, the Mrs.
Leroy Deweese, Fulton.
ditional wedding marches were couple will return to Mayfield
Club Tuesday. After a pot-luck nuts, cookies and cold drinks were
used.
luncheon, games of bridge were served..
where they plan to make -their Josses Hospital:
enjoyed in the afternoon.
The bride, given in marriage by home.
Miss Wiley was wearing a beauher father, wore a white satin -The :bride is a graduate' of
Mrs. R. C. Joyner won the high tiful early,spring shirtwaist dress
Mrs. John Napier, Fulton; Mrs.
gown with fitted bodice. The Wingo High School and attended Jessie Fields, Fulton; Mrs. Wilscore prize, Mrs. Judy Joyce, fashioned of vivid stripes in tones
second and high and Mrs. J. E. of red, pink, green and blue. Tiny
bodice featured an applique of Lambuth College in Jackson. Ten- liam Smith and baby, Dresden;
Campbell, bridge-bingo.
lace and a scalloped bateau neck- nessee and Murray State College. H. C. Hooker, Fallon; Charles
red buttons fastened the waist of
line. The bouffant-length skirt She is presently'employed by the Smith, Fulton; Mrs. A. C. Butts.
The American Legion Auxiliary the bodice which had roll-up
was of lace over satin and net. Graves County Tox Commission- Fulton. Billy Robey, Fulton; Pete
met Tuesday at 7 p. m., in the sleeves. She chose black calf
The long sleeves terminated in er's office.
Cashion, Martin; Virgil McClanapumps and si,lver jewelry.
home of Mrs. J. E. McNatt.
calla lily points over the hands.
The bridegroom was graduated han, Fulton.
Mrs. Ewan iley received in a
The meeting was opened with
Her waistlength veil of bridal from Fulgham School and is now
the advance of colors by Sergeant- stunning two-piece model of gold
illusion fell from a lace-covered employed by the Union- Carbide Hillvieir Hospital:
knit
featuring
the
nautical
trend.
at-Arms, Mrs. Ira Cloys. Mrs. Mae
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pevdtt
crown sprinkled with seed pearls. Nuclear Company in Paducah.
Royce Jolley. Fulton; Mrs. WilCampbell led In prayer. Mrs. Joe A striped belt was at the low
Her colonial bouquet was of white
waistline
and
the
striped
trim
The
also
home
Out-of-town guests at the wed- liam Kimbell, Fulton: Mrs. Carlof
Mr. and Mrs.. R. a reception to which a large num- carnations
Holland, president, led in the
.centered
with an
ton Clark, Fulton; Ronnie Mulpledge to the flag and preamble. appeared on the three-quarter H. Moss was a scene of nu'ptial ber of friends were invited.
orchid. A single strand of •pearls, ding included Mr and Mrs. Way- cghy, Fulton;
mon T. Richards and Ann. ,Mr.
Clyde Jacksork
Early in the evening Mr. and gift of the bridegroom,
Mrs. J. D. Simpson, secretary, length sleeves and sailor collar. beauty on Sunday afternoon,
was her and Mrs. Leonard
Mrs. Alexander's black knit January 4, when their daughter. Mrs. Pewitt left for a southern
Conn. Mr and Water Valley; Mrs. William
called the roll and read the
only,
jewelry.
Mrs. L. D. Shaffer, Mr. and Mrs Rogers, Pierce, Tenn.; Mary Kate
minutes of the November and De- skirt, scattered with white dots, Sylviadeen became the bride of wedding trip after which they
The bride chose Miss Dale
cember meetings. They were ap- was complimented by a white cot- Jarhes Harold Pewitt, son of Mr. will be at home in their new home Pharis of Fulton as her attendant. Eron Conley. Billy Conn. Mrs. Pewitt, Fulton; Mrs: Billy Nelms
Donald Oliver. Mrs. C. W. Lyell, and baby, Fulton; Richard Myatt,
proved as read. The treasurer's ton blouse enhanced by lace ruf- and Mrs. Harvey Mac Pewitt The on the Middle Road.
Miss Pharis -wore a gown of blue
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn, Leggett. Mrs Fulton; Mrs. Jim Lee, Fulton; Mrs.
report was given by Mrs. Frank fles on the front. The lace ruffles impressive doable-ring ceremony
net
taffeta
over
with a lace
were repeated on the sleeves and was solemnized at 4 o'clock in the
Montell
Lyell, Miss Lillie Conn, toe Howell, Fulton; Ira Mtsher,
Wiggins, treasurer.
bodice. Her short veil was of blue
the Peter Pan collar. She wore afternoon with the Reverend
Mrs.
and
J. F. Thurmond. Mr Fulton; Clara Mae Loody, Fulton:
Mr.
Correspondence was read from pearl earrings
net sprinkled with pearls. She
and black patent Hoyt Wilson officiating - in the
and
Sanford, Theresa. Charles Ingram, Fulton; Mae CarMrs.
C.
F.
Mrs. R. B. Crider, the veteran accessories.
carried-a colonial bouquet of pink
presence of the members of the
Jackie. and Walton Conn,-all from ter, Fulton.
family the local group helped at
carnations.
The hostesses presented the immediate families and a very
Tennessee.
•
Christmas, Mrs. Walter Lacy of honoree
The bridegroom chose his Union City,
with silver in her chosen few close friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Luke Clots. Mr
Union City—Miss Rita Dianne brother, Gerald Conn, to be best
the Toy and Gift Shop at Out- pattern and wooden
salad bowls
wood, Mrs. R. W. Roberts, State with silver
The mantel in the living room Wiley is announcing today -the men. The ushers were James San- and Mrs. James Gardner and •PIERCE STATION
bases.
Mrs. Charles Lou e •
Membership Chairman, and Mrs.
marked
the place of the ceremony. final plans for her marriage to ford, brother of the bride, and Linda, and Mr. and Mrs. Wood Guests included Miss Joy RichThurmond, all of Martin.
R. A. Fowlkes.
A
fan
shaped arrangement of George Winter III.
Dick Conn, brother of the bride- raw
mond, Miss Carolyn Daniel, Miss
Tennessee. Mr. and Mrs. Pete
The wedding will be beautifully groom.
Mrs. Johnson Hill, Rehabilita- Sandra Cheatham, Miss Betty white gladioli centered the mantle
Little MINN Paula Long celebratTheresa Sanford and Harold Bloomfield and Lana of Paducah. ed het eighth birthday Saturday
tion Chairman, reported on gifts Cheatham. Miss Linda Cheatham, and tall white tapers in Gothic solemnized at 1015 a. m. on Jan.
24
at
the
Immaculate
Conception
Wade Sanford, niece and nephew Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Walker, Katie night. The diner table was loadmailed to Outwood Hospital. The Miss Joan Wiley, Mrs. Charles candelabra were placed at either
Auxiliary will sponsor the sale Tinkle, Miss Bernardine Wiley, side. Arrangements of greenery Catholic church in Union City. of the bride, acted as flower girl and Dan, Mr. and Mrs. N. C. ed with everything good to eat.
Father
Edward Dolan of Sacred and ring bearer. The flower girl Maris, Mrs Mary Thompson, The
of Personalized Receipe Books.
birthday cake was beautiful.
Mrs. J. R. Meek, Jr. and Mrs. added richness to the setting. Heart Catholic church
in Knox- wore a ballerina length yellow Miss Boone Walker. Mr. and Mrs. Paula received
Preceding the ceremony a proseveral nice gifts.
Saturday, Jan. 24, the Auxiliary, David C. Critchlow.
vile
will
officiate,
assisted
by
Hicks,
gram
Jessie
Ciark.
Mrs.
(
of
Wiliam
nuptial
music
taffeta gown with net skirt. She
was heard.
Just her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
assited by the girl Scouts, will
Father
John
Murphy
of
the
CathNolan
James
Batts,
Charles
The
Young Men's Business Club
carried a colonial bouquet of yelWilliam Long and brother'. David,
sell Blue Crutches for the March
Richard Moss. brother of the olic church in Union City.
had its annual Ladies Night ban- bride served
.low rose buds with white stream- Vaughan, Bob. Conn. Mrs. Edward and grandparents. Mrs. Charles
of Dimes.
as
acolyte.
•
.
bride-elect,
The
who
will
quet Wednesday night at 7 o'clock
James, Wanda Sue Rhodes, Mr. Lowe. Dewitt Matthews and Mr.
en.s
Food will be dbnated for a bas- at Smith's Cafe. All
The lovely young bride was giverwin marriage by her father,
For her daughter's wedding. and Mrs. Russell Beckman. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and Aunt
members and
ket to be given to Polio Auction their wives were
given
in
Paul
marriage
J.
Wiley, has chosen her Mrs. Sanford chose a navy blue and Mrs. Clyde Batts and Mark,
by her father.
invited to the
Saturday, Jan. 24. Every member lovely affair.
She wore a beautiful formal sister. Mrs. Janies Lee Cardwell, dress with black accessories. Her Mrs. Opal Webb, Mrs. Lela Ben- Evelyn of McConnell. Tenn. were
is asked to bring their food to
wedding gown of pure silk Dou- to be her honor attendant. Brides- corsage was of white carnations.' nett. and Mrs. Ray Pharis. all of present.
'Bro. Warren Jones delivered a
Mrs. J. D. Simpson on Friday,
L. L. Moss of Phoenix, Ariz. is pioni, and imported Chantilly lace maids will bee jIlliss Bernadine
The brtdegroopt's mother also Fulton. Ky
wonderful sermon at his regular
Jan. 23. ,
in a bridal rose design made over Wiley, anotherr slater. Miss Joy
visiting in Fulton.
appointment at Johnsons. Grove
Mrs. R. 0. Williams was in
heavy bridal satin' The borded Richmond and Miss Mary Winter,
Sunday. He and Mrs Jones were
Miss Jackie Edwards had as design of the lace formed
:•harge of the program on National
sister of the bridegroom-elect, all
a
high
guests in the home of Mr. and
Security and Legialation. This her'guests Saturday night a sabrins neckline and . was outlin- of Union City, and 'Miss Beth Goff
Mrs. J. E. Bennett.
couple of students from Union ed with a bow knot
was enjoyed very much.
ot
.
Lexington,
Than.
design of
Mr. Ben Callender and daughThe meeting was closed with University at Jackson.
irridescent 'sequins and seed
George Winter Jr. will attend
ter of Sturgis. Ky and Mrs. Gorthe retirement of colors. Contests
Edwin Harhlett and a couple pearls. The long lace sleeves were his son as best man. Groornsmen
don Campbell of Morganfield.
were enjoyed and- prizes were of school
The marriage of Miss Zadonna charge of seising.
mates from Union Uni- closely fitted and extended in will be Shelby Coats of TiptonKy. spent last Tuesday visiting
. won by Mrs. Barkley Netherland. versity
points
Shelton,,daught
cille,
over
Hattie
Mrs.
Rayburn
er
her
of
Brandon
and
hands.
J.
R.
Elaborate
at Jackson spent SaturMiss-Jane Shelton, sister of The. Mr. Riley Smith - in Jones HosThe hostesses, Mrs. J. E. McNatt day night
lace
panels
Meek,
Wingo,
and
Shelton,
late
were
Jr.
Rt,
the
of
1
union
appliqued
City
and
Micto
the
in Fulton with his aunt,
bride, kept the guest register.
pital. Mrs. Campbell is a sister.
and Mrs. Robert Harris, served a Mrs. Leland
voluminous silk skirt which was hael Dennington of Princeton. Ky. Arnold Eugene Shelton. to Jake
Jewell.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Yates are".1-he others are cousins. We are
delicious party plate.
floor length. Her misty finger tip James Lee Cardwell and Charles Yates, son of Mr. and Mrs. EveretWad to
J. C. Walker and Glen Walker length veil fell from a pill box F. Tinkle of Union City, brothers- te Yates of Wing°, took place De- seniors at Wingo High Schciol home, report that Mr. Smith is
all thou he is on crutches.
Miss Rita Wiley, who will of Fulton were called
where
they
will
in-law
continue
of
the
their
of. the bride-elect, will cember 24 at five o'clock in the
silk which also had lace
to Grand
pledge her marriage vows to Junction, Tenn. last week
studies. They will be al..home in His daughter, Mrs. Flora Brown,
evening.
by the designs appliqued with pearls. serve as ushers.
of Providence. Ky. will be with
George Winter III at 10:15 a. m. illness of their- brother, Taylor The entire edge of the headdress
Mrs. Charles F. Tinkle, sister
Brother Alonzo Williams offi- Wingo with the parents of the: him several weeks. •
Saturday at the Immaculate Con- Walker.
was outlined with pearls. She of the bride-elect, will be organ- cated atthe double-ring ceremony groom.
- Mr-and -Mrs. Kenny Roberts of
•
ception Catholic church in Union
wore small pearl earrings and ist, and Prof. Robert Baar of held at the home of the bride.
Paducah spent Tuesday night
City, was complimented at anothAirman Third Class Bennie carried a white Bible surmounted Murray State College, Ted RobThe vows were exchanged bewith Mrs. Roberts' grandparents,
er lovely pre-nuptial courtesy Sams left Sunday for Manila, with a large white orchid poised erts of Knoxville.jnd Mrs. J. D.
'fore a festively decorated ChristMr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
, Saturday. Hostesses for the at- Where he will be stationed for the on tulle and showered with Carlton of Union City, will
be mas tree.'Tile scene was accented
Mr Edd hay is a patient in the
tractive event were the bride- next 18 months. He is the son of double-faced satin ribbons. „
vocalists.
by candle arrangement on either
Fulton Hospital. but we hear he
elect's aunts, Mrs. Ewan Wiley Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Sams.
No formal inv,itations are being side of ,the tree. The candles were
The
bride's
twin
sister,
Mrs.
and Mrs. Robert Alexander.
Miss Betty Thornim, of Cadiz is very much improved after a
sent here, but friends of the fami- set among holly, pine,- mistletoe,
R. A. Owens, local florist, was Charles A. Sallie, was her matron
The Ewan Wiley home presentbecame
the bride of Doha Stroud spell of pneurnatia.
lies
are
invited
to
attend.
of
poinsettis.
honor
and
and
only
attendant. She
We are glad to know Mrs. Lon
ed a beautiful setting for the in- transferred to a Memphis hospiDecember
20 in a ceremony at Mt.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Georfe
Winters
wore
a formal frock of petal
A program of nuptial music was Pleasant Church,
Green of the Johnson Grove comformal party. Potted blooming tal Thursday- from the Fulton
of
Fairview,
of
this
city
performed
are
his
by
pink tulle with matching lace
presented by Miss Beverly the pastor,
munity is able to be out some,
violets were at vantage points Hospital here.
Rev. John Weir.
strapless bodice; a lace jacket grandparents.
Thomas, pianist, and Miss Charshe and Mr. Green- visited their
throughout the rooms.
Attendants
were
Miss
Iola
Herman Jewell of Clinton, a veiled the shoulders. She wore a
lotte Saxon, soloist. Miss Saxon Stroud and Leon
daughter, Mrs. Christine Pierce,
The refreshments table, covered brother
Rice of Fulton
of Leland Jewell of Ful- pink feather sheel hat and short
sang "Melody of Love" by Glazer and Bob Hollaway
with an embroidered cutwork
Gargus-Key
of Mayfield. Sunday. Mrs..Clovis Nanney, a
ton, is a patient in the Clinton- whitehgloves and carried a Coloninurse at Fulton Hospital spent
and "Because" by d'Hardelot. -They are residing in
cloth, had as its centerpiece a
Cadiz. He
Nuptials Announced
Hickman County Hospital at Clin- al bouquet of pink carnations
Traditional
wedding
marches is a highway patrolman.
Sunday night with Mrs. Pierce.
wicker cornucopia filled with
ton.
surrounded
with matching tulle -Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Adams of
ftuit, surrounded by pine. A potEmily G'argus. Sedalia, an- were used.
and tied with satin ribbons.
Fulton spent Sunday afternoon
tery hen and rooster stood at one
nounces 'the marriage of her
The bride wore a street-length
Sherrie King celebrated her
read
the
Clasalfhld /Os
with his sister, Mrs. C. E. Lowe.
Robert Pewitt, uncle of the daughter, Margaret Jean, to Carl sheath dress of' whitechiffon velgroom, served as best man.
Usher Key, also of Sedalia. The vet with scoop neckline and
Following the ceremony the bride is the daughter of the late three-quarter sleeves. Her circle
bride's parents entertained with Mr. Gargus.
veil cascaded frorrra white feathThe siouble-ring ceremony was er clip hat. She carried a hand
first birthday Friday' night with read January second at the North- bouquet of a single white orchid
a party, given by her parents. Mr. side Christian Church in Chicago, nestled among puffs of lace and
and Mrs. Charles King. Those Illinois by. the Rev, Howard velvet loops. She wore a single
strand of pearls, gift of the bridepresent were Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Smith.
Attending the couple were Mr. groom.
Merryman, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
The bride chose Miss Mary Ann
King, and Mr. and Mrs. John Mc- and Mrs. Emmitt Bolden and Mr.
and Mrs. George Bolden.
Shemweli as her maid of honor.
Clanahan.
The bride is a 1957 graduate of Her sheath gown was of red chifThe Drama and Literature De- Farmington High School.
fon velvet fashioned along the
The bridegroom attended Se- same lines as that of the bride.
partment of ,the Fulton Woman's
Club had an important meeting dalia High School and if now em- Her corsage was of white carna-.
The City of Fulton has in force an ordinance
Tuesday night at 7:30 at the home ployed by Haydock Caster Com- tionp tied with green ribbon.
of Mrs. Howard Adams. Program pany in Winnetka, Illinois where
The groom chose, as his best
prohibiting the
leader for the evening was Mrs. the couple will make their home. man, Phillip Shelton, brother of
B. J. Pigue and she presented
the bride.
Mrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., who reThe mother of the bride chose
viewed, "The Thread That Runs
for her daughter's wedding, a
- True;, the autobiography of
gown of medium blue lace over
Jesse Stuart. Special emphasis
light blue taffeta. With it she
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Seay, Lynn- wore a matching feather hat. Her
was placed on the membership
and attendance drive for the de- ville, Rt. 1, are today announc- corsage was of white carnations.
partment. Mrs. Robert Graham ing the marriage of their datighThe bridegroom's mother chose
and Mrs. Bob Brown are co-chair- ter, Peggy Jo, to Franklin Canter, light blue pebble crepe with white
son of Mrs. Lilly Canter of Tr- trim for her ensemble. Her corwithin the city limits
man for the drive.
City and the late Mr. Canter.
sage was also of white carnations.
The Polio Coffees are continuThe wedding was solemnized in
Anyone caught violating this ordinance will be
A reception was held immediing in Fulton and the surround- Winterhaven, California on De- ately following the ceremony. The
ing
Thursday
area.
Guy
Mrs.
Fry
cember 25.
arrested and tried in City Court.
table, covered with a crocheted
had a Coffee at her home in West
Mrs. Canter, a graduate of Cuba cloth, was centered with an arFulton, and on Friday another one High School, is a freshman at rangement of holly, pine, mistlewas held in the home of Mrs. Murray State College where she toe, and poinsettias in a pink glass
REX RUDDLE
Harold Puckett in Water Valley. is majoring in physical education bowl. A crystal punch bowl was
Several more have been planned, and history.
at one end of the table .and the
Chief of Police
according to Mrs. Morgan Omar,
Mr. Canter attended Sedalia double-ring wedding cake at the
Fulton County Polio Drive Chair- High School and is now serving other. Misses Elizabeth Ann Tayman.
abroad the U. S. S. Dixie in Japan. lor and Nancy Taylor were in
Ina
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Wiley-Winter
Wedding Plans Told

Marriage Of Miss Shelton To
Jake Yates Takes Place Dec. 24

Thomas-Stroud
Marriage Told

•

NOTICE

NOTICE

Seay-Canter
Marriage Told

Shooting of Firecrackers

•

•

CITY AUTO TAGS
for the
CITY OF FULTON
are now on sale at the
City Clerk's Office at the
Court House
In Fulton, Ky.
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Word was received here Saturday of the death of John Thomas Arnn of Romeo, Michigan.
Mr. Arnn was a former resident of Dresden, Tenn.
He was the brother of Mrs.
Daisy, Grady of Fulton and an
uncle of Mrs. Roy Green, Mrs.
Lean • Hutchens and Mrs. J. R.
Hogan.
Services were held in Romeo
Tuesday.

quality of the
Butler lauds's
animals in the shows this year
pointing out that 56 percent of
the animals shown were placed in
the blue ribbon class, 29 percent
in the red ribbon group and only

WE'RE ELDERLY, WE'RE NOT IMPORTANT, so
the Hickman County politicians promise us anything
yet give us nothing, say sisters Lydia Allen (left) and
Rosa VanPool, Hickman Countians who have lived at
the VanPool homeplace for 75 years. Following "letter
to Editor" from Mr. Marvin Allen (above) received at
the News office this week (see below), NEWS photographer visited the elderly people to verify story and
found ancient dirt road about two miles west of Tarver's
store so bad that he got stuck trying to get out.
all elderly people, past 75. My
wife and her .sister have lived all
their lives in this house, which is
their homeplace. Four years ago
We were promised by Harry Lee
that The road leading from, the
WPA road past our home would
THE NEWS welcomes expresbe graveled. Our road has never
skins from its readers. Such
been given a bit of help, and you
items m stst be signed but
can't get through it in bad
still
name will be orrunIttes1 from!
weather.
publication tf rennosteiL
We have sat by and seen gravel
Clinton, Ky., Route 1 hauled to all kinds of roads _all
around us. The politicians have
Dear Editor.
hauled gravel all up and down
Many people may be under the .the County, and have graveled
impression that everybody who driveways and all else, but we
lives in Hickman County is "sit- people are not in politics. We're
ting pretty" because we have had not important.
a Lieutenant-Governor in our
It looks herd to have lived in
Conply for the past three years.
Hickman County the last 76 years
That isn't the truth. The truth and be Slone likesthis.
is if you're not in politics, like
So when they come around and
some of us forgotten people out ask for votes for Harry Lee and
in the County, you're not impor- say what a good job he's going to
tant to the politicians.
do for us. all we can say is "When
We have been promised things, are we going to believe you"?
but we're-n.4 important. We have
Yours Truly,
never gotten them.
Marvin Allyn
My Wife...Lydia. and I. and my
Clinton. Ky . Route I
wife's sister. Rosa Van Pool, are

Karl Kimberlin has returned
from Lawrenceburg, Tenn., where
he attended the funeral of Austin
G. Morrow. Mr. Morrow was the
father-in-law of JoeKimberlin,
formerly of the city.
He will be remembered in this
community, having lived in Dresden-for a number Of years, where
he was employed as a soil conservationist in Weakley county. He
had visited in the Kimberlin home
here on many occasions.
He d,ed suddenly of a heart
attacid was 54 years old.

iss Lasswell

- Miss Mary Lasswell, well
known resident of the McConnell
community and member of a
pioneer Obion county family, died
Saturday, Jan. 10, about 9 o'clock
at her home following a shoal
illness.
She was born July 28, 1887 in
Obion county, the daughter of
Robert arid Judy Frances Ferrell Lasswell. She lived all her
life at the family homeplace,
which had belonged to her family for over a hundred years. Miss
Lasswell was the last member of
her immediate family and the
only survivors are cousins. She
made her home with her sister,
Miss Matt Lasswell until her
death nine years ago, and since
that time had lived alone. .She
was a Presbyterians- ,
Funeral services were held
Monday, Jan. 12, at 1:30 at-the
family residence, with Rev. J. R.
a
Hamlin of Martin Officiating.
Burial. by W. W. Jones & Son was
in ths family- cemetery. Cousins surviving included—
Mrs. William Smith of Fulton, L.
A. Welch of McConnell,.C. B. Ferrell of Jackson, Mrs. Maud Essary
of Dresden, Sam Welch of Martin. Mrs. Effie Sharp of Fulton.
Mrs. Willie Rawls of Jackson,
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Weather- sorority. Mr. McDaniel graduated Mrs. Charlie Stevenson of Lanford of Barlow. announce the en- firm the University of Kentucky sing, Mich., Cletus Wilbanks of
gagement of their daughter. Jean, in January. He is,, a member of Route 5, Fulton, and Mrs. Heiman Newbill of St. Louis,
to Dentis Stephens McDaniel. son Delta Tau Delta fraternity.
place
of Mr and Mrs. Dentis McDaniel - The wedding will take
Barlow
at
February 1, 2 p. m.
of Clinton.
Miss Weatherford is a senior Baptist Church. A receptien will
Mrs. Myrtle Stone Morse, 65,
at the University of Kentucky be held in the church annex after
wife of Noble Morse, former resiard a member of Alpha Delta the ceremony.
dent of Fulton, died Unexpectedly
following a heart attack at 1 a.
m. Monday in 'Daytona Beach,
Fla."
Mr. Morse was- a retired Testto boardman for Southern Bell TeleHickman—A driver who crip- accident. She has been unable
get further ex- phone Company here and he and
pled and made jobless a p2-year - regain her job or
family has his wife sold their home here and
The
leave.
of
tension
has
operator;
telephone
old Fulton
futile to moved to Florida about a year
be
would
it
advised
been
only
serving
after
been probiited
from
Beas- ago. Before coming to.FnIton they
damages
collect
to
try
senjail
year's
seven months of a
the lived in Princetori.
pay
to
enable
was
He
ley.
ordertencesSam Beasley, 45, was
Besides her_husband. she leaves
and was reed relea4d by Circuit Judge, Elvis $5.000 fine assessed
served the fine a niece, Mrs. Gordon Glenn of
J. Stahl., on advice to the court portedly to have
additional Princeton, and two nephews,
that there was a possibility that out—seven years—in
Oscar George of Princeton and
sentence.
jail
the
that
and
ensue
might
death
B. M. Stone, Jr., of Paducah.
20
with
Dec.
on
released
suffering
was
be
Beasley
might
defendant
The body arrived Wednesday at
phone
by
orally
given
order
an
disease.
on
an infectious
Funeral Home in HopKeighley
office.
Clerk's
Dr. R. H. White in making a from the Circuit
Funeral arrangements
kinsville.
the
certificate of examination noted Recorded at the courthouse,
-incomplete.
are
probathat on Dec. 16, 1958 he diacover- order directed temporary
get medied that Beasley had "an acute. tion that Beasley might
Congestive heart failure" and "an cal attention. He is now reported
at
ulcer of ,his stomach which is to be in the Veteran's Hospital
active." He subsequently examin- Marion,Illinois.-The certificates of Dr. White
ed the prisoner on Dec. 19 noting
Miss Violet Crook of Union
that the heart was improvinjwith and Dr. Walker were submitted
medication, "but I feel the pati- in support of the probation mo- City, supervising nurse of the
ent needs much more treatment tion. The motion was.sustained Obion County Health department
A
than can be given under the pres- by Judge Stahr "in order that the which includes the Lake and
health of other prisoners may be Obion district, has been listed in
ent conditions".
Dr. E. D. Walker in a report of -safeguarded." His release was Marquis' Who's Who of American
to Women, a biographical dictionary
a Nov. 101 1958 examinatio va- made "pending his restoration
this of notable living A m e ri c a n
guely noted that Beasley's co 1- good health"- at which time
women.
tion was very serious and that Sis probation is revoked." The edition was compiled "bepeople might prolong the prisoncause nothing like it had ever beers life, advised "a change in
fore been attempted and of even
medical se- vice, food" and transgreater importance, was the demfer to-rhosoital.
need for a biographical
•
onstrated
that
A fellew Kisoner reported
of women outstanding
distionary
13easley "picked his teeth and gums
-old as women."
17-year
Dedmon.
Patsy
Miss
so that he would spit up blood.
senior at South Fulton was crown- • Miss Crook was recognised for
Beasley is reported to have braged 1959 basketball queen at color- her aacomplishments in the state
ged that he would get- out of jail
ful coronation ceremonies at 6:45 of Tennessee in the nursing field
on illness.
p. m. at the South Fulton gym as web las in the county in conThe 45-year-old Negro farmer Jan. 13. The coronation preceded nection with the Family Life proran ddwn Mrs. Martha Ann Har- the South Fulton-Dresden double- gram.
rison on Dec. 31, 1957. She was header.
She has served as president of
rushed to a Memphis hospital
was selected 11Y the Tennessee Nurses Assn. and
Dedmon
Miss
where she spent the next 22 days. members of the Red Devils Has- president of the West Tennessee
She was bed -ridden for -10 days ketbal team, and the captians, A. Co.Workers Health council. Miss
thereafter in her home in Fulton. M. Dycus and Murray.Clark will Crook has'been active in PTA and
Mrs. fiarrison said that officers crown the queen. '
Girl Scout work.
reported that Beasley had been
The basketball queen is the
drinking and noted that her body
was dragged for over 75 feet by daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
the car driven by Beasley. Recur- Dedmon. She is a regular guard
rent trouble with a hip injury on the Devilettes basketball team
necessitated another two and one- and is a member of the Annual
half weeks in bed for.the accident staff.
Kentucky 4-H Club and Future
Attendants to the queen includvictim. She has a second operation
Farmer members received $273,Miss
and
Grissom
Hazel
scheduled for Feb. 1 and has had ed Miss
479.61 for sale of their animals
Frances Parr. Miss Grissom is a
to use crutches again.
nearly $7,500 in prize money
and
The bones in the victim's legs senior and the daughter of Mr. in eight district fat cattle shows
Miss
were shattered and have not—a and Mrs. Herbert- Grissom.
daughter and sales of 1958, Agriculture
year later—completely reknitted Parr is a junior and the
Parr.
and healed. She also suffered in- of Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
Others participating in the M. W. Haws.
juries to her chest and nose and
The South Fulton boys won
Coronation ceremonies included
a brain concussion.
Devilettes bas- over the Dresden team by a large
Formerly a telephone operator, the Red/Devils and
cheerlead- margin, but the local girls lost
Mrs. Harrison was given six ketball teams, and the
by Mrs. their game by two points.
furnished
was
Music
ers.
the
of
result
a
as
leave
months

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Miss Jean Weatherford Engaged
To Dentis Stephens McDaniel

Mrs. Noble Morse

Court Uses Medics' Word To Belau
Hit-Ran Driver Before Term Is 11p

Miss Crook Named
To Who's Who

Youths Profit
From Cattle Shows

the

15 percent into the white ribbon 1The Fulton News, Thursday, January 22, 1959, Page 5
group. Blue ribbon animals won
with each show the 4-H and'FFA
a $10.85 cash prize, red ribbons
The average weight of thes grand champions were sold for
were worth $7.23 each an..1 white animals was 1,077 pounds. They
prices ranging as high as $86.00
ribbon winners earned $3.62 each. sold for an average price of $29.33
per hundredweight. The average
A total of 557 farm boys and per hundredweight. The average price for the grand champions in
girls exhibited 859 animals in the selling price of the animals was each of the shows was $50.31 per
of hundred.
shows lasts year. This included $316.07. The aggregate weight
Butler expressed appreciation
4-H Club entries from 74 counties all animals sold was 925,365
to the more than 50 firms that
and FFA efintestants• from 55 pounds.
In the sale held in conneciion bought cattle at these eight sales.
chapters.

"THANKS, AMERICA VALUE FESTIVAL—lshOF A YEAR-LONG SERIES...

Austin G. Morrow

Coronation
Precedes Game

•

41a
Commissioner Ben Butler reports.
The Kentucky Depairtment of
Agriculture has sponsed these
shows and sales since they were
commenced 11 years ago.

•

•
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RED CIRCLE COFFEE
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Bag

67c

U 1.95
3 Bag

AILP VACUUM PACK

Tic

Coffee

MM1NIN1111
111 1011111111111111MMINIIIIMEIfilACHANT

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY 8 TO 12 LB.

Hams • • • • • 69,
35c
Lb
)
Pork Loin( LOIN
SemiBoneless

ASIEIUCAB DiFfilDAS/A

r000

Lb.

SUPER RIGHT CORN-FED 7-RIB CUT ROAST
.

END
Lb. SOc

Super Right
Any Size Cut

Slab Bacon
(2
Pork Sausage
lb. 39c)
Pork Chops
Canned Hams:::'
1.09)
Lamb Chops
Bacon Squares
1 2
Bacon
Stewing Hens
Turkeys O
Lb. 43c 112
8
Canned Hams Ztv.
Super Right
Country
Style
Super Right

Genitor
Cuts

f RStyleanch
Super Right
THICK SLICED I Rind's*, °
Fresh Frozen
4 Lbs. Up

Lb.
Lb.
Pkg.
Lb.

lk 111 to

10 To 14 Lb

Ready

Lb*

Lettuce.....
Grapefruit
Apples
Oranges

Lb.
Lb.

Rib
Cwt.. Lb.

LOIN CUT
Super
Right ( ib•
Super Right
Smoked

f

Lb.

1-Lb.
wffac)
Lb. L
Bag
Bag

Florida
Marsh Seedless

McIntosh
All-Purpose.
Juicy Fioelda
TEMPLE

39*
35°
BIRTHDAY
59*
Ceakarzon,
1"
99*
29'
99'
WHITING
39° ( )
.350
2
39'
104). riso
5" Fish Sticks ....3
DRESSED OCEAN FISH

CA1394 JOHN FRIED

Cass

7
Pkgs. -

CRISP
ICEBERG
•

•

Head

10,

0 • • • • • • • •

50 :Z 1"
8 49° Potatoes
8 41 , 59'
4 Z.39* Oranges Z.
1 39'
::
59° Danjous Pears 6.

Facial Tissues .

Pkgs.
of
400

Hudson
•••••

49C

4 c`,. .b•
"‘' 10* 'Lard
Green Beans 'Zs
.0..25,
3 ran* 69'
Dexo
Hi-C:err.7.7: Drink
4'49*
=29° Apple Sauce
Shellie Beans
2
39 Sail Detergent
reen beans
Our Own Tea
Or*
35° Swiss Cheese
Lb 59g
Salad Dressing
is...A
90
"I
Cherries=,.
49°
Cheddar Cheese
97c
29f Oleo-. . . 5 pounds
Cashmere:get(
Eggs....large size...doz 49c
Can

-

Pima

Pare Vegetable
Shortening

Can

Cans

GIANT Air
47-0z. Pkg. at

151/2-0s.
Cane

Stokely's

1-Lb. alite
Pkg.

WISCONSIN

Sultana..., Jar

Box

Ri•r 2

Lb

Bath
Bare

22:69f
Vel Liquid
Rinso Blue 320 77g Dutch Apple Pie .Eo. 49g
330
Wisk Liquid 38(32:690 Coffee Ca.e
Vir
All
tz:37c Square Cake
45°0.
Cookies
Tide
330
Ripe Olives
Dial Soap sa:
orgent

JANE PARKER MINCE, RAISIN OR

Lg.
Pkg.

lane Parker
Date Finest

Cheery Or
Orange Wh. Ea.

P1:11=
ET
DO
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E

ftt
"
D°tir
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Pkg.
77e

ii00.
Jane Parker
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Judy Turns Back The Clock At Fulton High
By lady Harrison
IsTuumlwa 'S 'H
Year, 1939; Place, Fulton High
School.
Twenty years ago brought about
some very important advents at
F. H. S., some of which is still
carried out today.
Jane Dallas, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. G. H. Dallas was crowned queen of the 1939 Bulldogs by
Co-captain Milton Crawford at
the Fulton-Cadiz game at Fairfield last night.
On October 30, 1939 an installation service was held with Major
-"Siff' Carr in charge of it. This
was for the school-boy parol.
These have been organized all
over this country.
Fulton's new gymnasium was
selected as the site for the annual
Jackson Purchase Tournaments to
be held Thursday and Friday,
February 1-2. Fulton drew Central.
The Fo1ton High School band,
which was sent to Murray in the
mutual Regional Music Fesfival
Mareh 22-23 can well be proud of
its entries as both received a ratlig of superior in the contest.

Mac Scates.in the finish of their
match yesterday morning at the
Country Club.
In the fall of 1939, the enrollment consisted of an even number
of both boys and.girls.
The first F. H. S. pep-squad
was formed in 1939.
James Burton was elected president of the senior class of F. H. S.
for the year 1939-40.
Tommit James was selected as
president of the Junior Class.
Harold Mullins was selected as
president of the Sophomore Class.
Jack Moore will serve as president of the Freshman Class.
Year 1949
The homecoming football game
was played on October 21, 1949
with Tiptonville. Miss Nell
Speight was selected to reign as
1949 football queen.

Mrs. Howell Is
About Same;
Burned Friday

In 1949 Roma Satterfield and
Fulton was chosen for the site
of the First District Tournaments. Edwin Bondurant were winners
This is the first time in seven of the American Legion awards
presented to them By Commander
years.
Cissy Murphy was selected James Warren.
freshman cheerleader and the
Here we are back to 1959 and
next three years was voted un- no doubt ten or twenty years
animously. for the same position. from now students will look back
Her favorite sport is basketball over our scrapbooks and be amusand her hobby is collecting vases. ed to the things we accomplished
Favorite clothes are an old pair in our school days.
Year, 1959; Date. Jan. 12; Place,
of blue jeans, her sloppy polk-adot skirt, saddle oxfords and her Study Hall, third hour, F. H. S.
bright orange cape she has worn
This is exam week,and I must
all summer. She likes to play golf, begin studying. Until I'm back
swim and play tennis.
with you again next week, keep
The two "Bettys", as they were this in mind.
so often called, were Betty Sue
"To him whose elastic and
Johnson and Betty Jean Gordon, vigorous thought keeps pace with
who will appear in the Lions Club the sun, the days's a perpetual
David
Minstrel Feb. 22-23, doing a morning." (Henry
Thoreau).
special tap.

• AUSTUI SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey melds •

7 Area Women In
New Who's Who
Publication

z - ARRIV
IEWAL
DEPT.
ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dixon, Madison, Wisconsin, are the prowl parents of a son born January 9,
1959. Mrs. Dixon is the daughter
of Mrs. Troy Duke of Water Valley.
ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Clark of
Union City, are the proud parents
of a 8 pound boy born January
12 at 3:48 a. m. at Fulton Hospital.
The baby was named Jackie
Dale.

IT'S A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Walker
' of Fulton are the proud parents
of a 6 pound, 8 ounce son born
January 13, at 3:20 a m. at the
Fulton Hospital.
The baby was named James
Wickliff.

Mr. Zack McClure has under
construction some addition to his
house near here, which will add
more convenience.
ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent had
Six West Kentucky women
Mrs. Sam Howell, 73, of South
Mr. and Mrs. James Carver,
'Fehit Gossum, Jr. is the boy's Fulton, who wns -seriouslY" burn- as dinner guests the past Sunday, were named in the first edition Pine Bluff, Arkansas are the
funior Tennis Champion of Ful- ed here Friday:might when her Mr. and Mrs. Lee Perry and Rev. of Who's Who of American Wo- proud parents of a 8 pound, 9
men which was published for the ounce boy, James Carroll Carver,
ton as a result of his defeat of J. clothes caught;fire from an open Glenn Hickerson.
Mr. Joe Westbrook was brought
fireplace, is reported to be about
first timeLthis year by Marquis born on December 22, 1958.
Jones
from
Clinic
the
last
week
the same at Hillview Hospital toto the home of children, Mr. and Publicati*, a non-profit founda- IT'S A GIRL!
day.
tion.
Mrs. Howell received second Mrs. B. W. Westbrook,' where he
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Stehl.
and third degree burns over a is now convalscing. His condition
Mrs. Clara M. Ward of Metro- Route 4, Union City, are the proud
MAKE
polis, Ill., also was one of the parents of a six pound, eight
large area of her body, and was is improved at this writing.
OUR STORE
reported by Dr. Eddie Crocker
Rev. Glenn Hickerson filled his women named.,Her classification ounce daughter, Catherine Ann,
as being in a semi-critical condi- regular appointment at New was not defined.
born at 9:16 p. m., January 12,
VC R
tion.
1959 at Jones Hospital.
Salem Baptist Church the past
NEAE("L'ARTERS
Among
the
West
Kentucky
Sunday at 1 la. m. The attendance
was good and announcement was women listed in the publication ITS A BOY!
CR
• DUKEDOM RT. 2 made
Mr. and Mrs, Joe Dixon of
that the spring revival will were Mrs. Sara Smith Campbell
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor• be held April 13-18 with Rev. and Mrs. Walter C. Ellis of Pa- 'Madison, Wisconsin are announcCampbell, a former pastor, will be ducah; Mrs. Nancy Day Mont- ing the arrival of a son, born Jan1,1,30 vorbiweek\S
the visiting evangelist in this gomery of Cinton; Mrs. Jessie C. uary 9: Joe and wife, the former
(Last Week)
We have had a few days of nice spring crusade. The public is in- Ellis of Marion; Mrs. Raburn Martha Jane Duke. are both
Ob.
weather which we appreciated vited to each and every service. Loves, of Bardwell, and Mrs. Gret graduates of Fulgham High.
H. Maddox of Kuttawa. after having it so rough..
rrs A GIRL!
Almost the entire family of
Mrs. Thelma Puckett was the Buton Lassiter were victims of
Mrs. Campbell is a writer and
Mr. and Mrs.. W. H. Smith,
guest in the W. L. Rowland home up-set stomach, which required historian and Mrs. Ellis is a club- Route 3, Martin. Tenn., are the
Wednesday.
some medical care. They are now civic-religious leader. Mrs. Mont- proud parents of a six pound
Stop ua anytime ...
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson recovering nicely.
gomery is an attorney and Mrs. daughter born at 930 a. m., Frimeet yowr friends bete
visited Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks
Uncle Ben Westbrook who now Ellis is librarian of the Critten- day, January 16. 1959 at Jones
—i,
u're welcome at
and family Saturday night awhile. lives with his nephew, Carl West- den County library at Marion.
Hospital.
all times. Ask to see
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cooper brook, isn't quite so well and stays
and try the latest modMrs. Lovey is superintendent
were guests of the Tommie abed, portion of the time.
el CONN instrument
Freeman-LaFreeze
Mr. Lee Peery sold his team of of Carlisle County schools and
Moore's.recently. of your choice. No obligation. Ask about
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor call- horses the past week to a farmer Mrs. Maddox also was listed as
Marriage Announced
our easy purchase plan
ed on Mr. W. L. Rowland and near Lynnville, Ky., consideration a club-civic and religious leader.
Announcement is made of the
with RENTAL privilege.
Allie Friday p. m. Other visitors $175. This is first sale reported
Mrs. W. Everett Lynch of Ma- marriage of Mrs. Maude L,eFreeze
were Mr. Sam Coltharp, Mes- from .this section, due to fact that rion,
Ill.,
also
was
named
in
the of Union City and John Fretamin
dames Lunie Wray Edna Wagon- most farmer .use power-equipbook, along with Mrs. Virginia of Fulton. The marriage vows
er, Lexie Floyd and Edith Yates. ment.
Mr..and Mrs. William Roberts B. Herbert and Mrs. Evelyn were exchanged at the First BapNovell McKinney of Nashville
(id Church in Union City on Jan.
visited his fester father, T. E. have returned home from De- Snyder of Cairo.
they
troit,
attended
where
the
Stewart,
over
the
weekend.
DEPT.
Mrs. Lynch was listed as an
Mrs. Turberville and Beverly bedside of Mr. Roberts' mother. educator at the elementary level
Mr. and Mrs—Freeman are livThe
elderly
undergone
lady
has
are on_ the sick list.
and Mrs. Herbert is an artist. Mrs. ing in Union City at .the present.
UNION CITY, TENN.
successful
from
a
surgery
broken
Virgi: Rowland of Detroit was
Snyder is a librarilm, according but will make their home in Fulthe guest of his dad and sister, hip, and every good wish is ex- to the publication.
ton after March I.
from
tended
all
friends
round
W. L. and Allie Rowland, a few
about
where,
this
area
she
formdays last week. The daughter, sister and broth- erly lived.
er of Mrs. Roy Emerson surprised
her Sunday with a oirthday dinner at her home near Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickinan atyour insurance policies tended the Polio Auction Saturfrom the country's lead- day at Fulton.-Miss Ellen—UAW Kearby,-1/111=
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry calling capital stock insur- ed on the Rowlands awhile late versity of Kentucky student from
Hickman, has been selected to
ance companies. We are Sunday p. m.
represent Fulton County on the
Mrs. Evaline Yates attended the
UK Committee of 240, a leaderfree to choose the cover- Homemakers meeting at Mrs. ship
and information organization
ages best suited to your Idlene Emerson Thursday.
made up of students from all over
the state.
needs, and our label ,is
The organization is designed to
it...
.
,
........
pr e se n t information on UK,
your guarantee of deespecially to high school students.
pendability and service.
THE MAiTA6 It is made up of students who
hese demonstrated leadership
ability during their stay on camCALL
pus.
'
-, • 'RASHER
Miss Kearby, a graduate of
Hickman High School, is a daughass IL 4.06,6111
ter of Lee Roy Kearby. She is
Itiaretig dos
a member of Kappa Alpha Theta
cow
down
_.__11•11mdiraynwut
55 — PHONE — 55
Sorodity and a sophomore in the
rid Easy Terms
College of Arts and Sciences.

We Pick
and Choose

CANNON AGENCY

Diane Bennett
Initiated Into Society

Diane Bennett, daughter of Mr.
'and Mrs. Sterling Bennett of 211
Green Street, Fulton, has been
initiated into Phi Alpha Theta.
International honor society in
The Social Security office will history, at Memphis State Unianswer the questions about social versity.
Students must have taken sevsecurity on the Kentucky Homemakers prog r a m, Wednesday, eral courses in history and mainJanuary 28, WPSD4V, Channel tain a high scholastic average to
6, 12:30 to 1:00 p. m., according be eligible to join .this society.
A junior majoring in history,
to Mrs. Anna C. Thompson, Area
Home Demonstration Extension Miss Bennett is a member of
Alpha Delta Pi sorority and the
Agent.
Mr. Charles Whittaker, mans- Memphis State J3and.
ger'of the District Social Security
FAMOUS PALISADES
Office at Paducah, Kentucky, and
Camp Nelson, near NicholasMr. Robert L. Higgins, Senior ville, is
the site of the famous
Agent of Internal Revenue Office palisades of the
Kentucky River.
at Paducah, will have charge of Nearby is Daniel Boone's Cave,
this program and will discuss said to be the scene of his famous
social security and old age survi- grape-vine escape from the Invors' benefits. Many people do dians. Camp Nelson Cemetery
not fully understand the services montains the graves of about 4,and benefits available through 500 soldiers of all war; since the
the social security and survivors Civil War.
benefits, and Mr. Whittaker and
Mr. Higgins will try to answer affiliation between students, busiquestions that - would apply to nessmen, and the MSU faculty..
most situations. A film on social -40Fmbership is open to M S. U.
seturity will be part of the pro- students majoring or minoring in
gram,
marketing.
This will be the last in a series
Mr. Verdian, a senior in Math,
of three programs on business af- is a member of Kappa Alpha frafairs to be presented on Kentucky. ternity on the campus.
Hom/emakers.

RUPTURE

(.;. Ion J. Val den, Non of Mr.
and Mrs. J. G. Varden. 204 Pearl,
Fulton, is a member of the collegiate chapter of the American
Marketing Association at Memphis State University.
The •objective of the organizition is. to foster. the study of
marketing, to acquaint students
with opportunities in the field of
marketing, and to promote close

The !-,easeitional New Invention
Sailsertaad's "MD" Trues
No licIts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors -- The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

We, I

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.
Fulton

BEN

1I S

The Whitnel Funeral Home
OFFERS
OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE
Our services are dedicated to those who desire and appreciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services We
have always met any competitors' prices in this area

CADILLA‘.. AMBULANCE SERVICE
We have two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditinned and
ovegen-equipped—ready to go, day or night, And it costa- no
more to use this service.

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

AuroMATIC

129 Paschall St.

BENNETT

ELECTRIC

read the Classified Ads

rhi bright sew Rd Air j-Dnor 5pnr1 Cr(frin triih 'he Anvils
fine,fresh body styling as the must lri,s 1 herrulits.

LIQUIDATION SALE

CHEVY'S OUT WITH A NEW HARDTOP
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

EVERYTHING MUST GO
All Items are Drastically Reduced to Move

17ere's the latest addition you'll find
at your Chevrolet dealer's Open
House January 22 through 24. It's
a new 4-door sport sedan in the Bel
Air series—and U sports a lower
price tag than any other Chevy
hardtop. Bring the familty and look
it over. And get the full story on
all the other striking models now
available. Remember, production
is rolling and you can count on
prompt delivery!

Nothing stays—everything goes including all equipment and fixtures

All Sales Cash and Final --- No Deliveiies

PIERCE CEQUIN LUMBER COMPANY
McDowell Street

CHEVROLET

TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.

a.m. to 12:00 noon) to liquidate stock and receive payments on
accounts.
228 Fourth Street'
.

the super-softness of Full Coil
springing, in Easy-Ratio steering—
then you'll know that this is the
happiest surprise of the year. Come
on in; don't miss this Open House!

now—see the wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's!
--------

Office open daily from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (except Saturday, 8:00

tr.

Just wait till you see what's waiting
for you—a glittering constellation of
sleek-lined exciting new Chevrolets
In a wide choice of colors, models,
engines and drives. The spotlight
will be on the new Bel Air 4-door
hardtop—and you'll want to check
its ultra-reasonable price against
any other hardtop. When you do—
and when you see how much more
Chevrolet gives you in styling, in
extra-roomy Bodies by Fisher, in

The smart witch sa to the '69 C'heey I,

Phone 33
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Gaylon Varden
Member of Association

Visit your Chevrolet dealer's OPEN IIQUSE
1(January 2Z through_24)

Local UK Student
On '240' Committee

III

Questions About
Social Security
To Be Answered

•I

Full° n, Ky.
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Brooks Oliver •

Mrs Jack Graham•

KITS-TV

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
(Last Week)
(Last Week)
CHANNEL 12
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin House
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Tarver, Mr.
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
of Memphis, spent last week end and Mrs. Neal Little, Mr. and Mrs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts Wallace Mayer were guests of
THURSDAY, JANUARY 22
and Mrs. CTervis Nanney. Dorothy Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tarver Fri- 7.00 Breakfast
15 Secret Storm
went back with them for a weeks day.
12011 Cot Kangaroo
30 Edge Night
Matinee
00
Nees
II:0
visit.
Mrs. Jack Graham, Mrs. Booker 9 00 Love or Money
30 Cartoon.
Mr. John Farabough, who hest'Craham and Mrs. Neely Hooden- 9 30 Godfrey
50 Cru Rabbit
I Love Lucy
00 Rascals
been a patient in the Baptist hos- plye shopped in Mayfield Friday. 10-00
30 Sky King
1030 TOP Dollar
Ralph Tarver spent the day II • 00 Love of Site
00 Scoreboard
pital for several months, return05 Weather
11 30 Search
with Jacky Graham Saturday.
ed to his home Saturday.
lb Edwards
II 45 Guiding Light
Sunday night, Jan. 18, at 7 p. m. 13 00 CBS News
Mr. and 'Mrs. U. Oliver and
30 Flight
00 Bride
News
06
12
will
Botton
Carlton
be
were Sunday
Mrs.
preaching service at Har- 12 20 Weather
10 Derringer
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. John Col- mony Church.
00 Zane Orey
11 30 World Turns
JO Playbuidle 00
Dean
Everyone wishes Mr. Sidney 1 00 JIMMY
ley and family.
00 Patti Page
1 10 House Patti
\ Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Anderson, Smith who has undergone sur- 2 00 Bis Payoff
10 Theatre
00 News
30 Verdict
who have been living in Detroit gery in the Memphis hospital a 2
3 00 Brighter Dry
.:for several years, returned last speedy recovery.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 23
week to make their home here. Sorry to have Mrs. Joyce Brown
We are glad to have them in our in tithe hospital' in Fulton. Wish- 7 00 Breakfast
3 3Ir ...se of 1/clititt
ing he; a speedy recovery.
8 00 Cot Kangaroe 4 00 Matinee
community again.
4 30 Cartoon Capers
8 45 News
Mrs. Harold Muzzall honored
My news is short this week. If 9 00 Love or Money 4 10 Cru Rabbit
5 00 Rascals
her daughter, Judy, with a birth- everyone will turn in their news 9 30 Godfrey
5 30 Huckleberry
00 I Love LIMY
day party at the One and Al! to me, we can have a good write- 10
6 00 Scoreboard
10 30 Top Dollar
6 05 Weather
Club horse Saturday.
11 00 Love of Life
up.
6 15 Edwards
11 30 Search
Several of our neighbors , are
There was a good attendance II 45 Guiding Light 6 30 Hit Parade
7 00 Rawride
on the sick. list. Mrs. Adair Can- of M. Y. F. members Thursday 12 00 News
00 Silvers
30 Weather
non and Mr. Walter Permenter night at Harmony. The next meet- 12
9 00 1 triton
12 30 World Turns
1 30 Person
are recuperating at home follow- ing will be at Crutchfield Jan. 22 1 00 Dean Show
10 00 Mike Hammer
1 10 House Party
ipg their hospital dismissal. Mrs. at 7 p. m. Please come.
tO 30 African Patrol
2 00 Big Payoff
'James Haygood and Mrs Kindred
3 30 Verdict Yours II 00 Theatre
3 00 Brighter Day
12 00 News
. Winston are patients in the hos3:11 Storm
pital. We wish a speedy recovery
' SATURDAY, JANUARY 24
for all.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy 'errish en10 Lone Ranger
000 Big Picture
00 ZOrro
1130 Cot Kangaroo
tertained several couples with a
30 Norths
The South Fulton Red Devils 11.30 Mighty Mouse
party
,
Thursday
evening
card
00 Wyatt'tarp
00 Heckle. Jeekle
of Pans 59- 10
10 Wanted
10 30 Robin Hood
T/Sgt. Freddie Fowler, Mrs. defeated Grove ifigh
00 Gale /Storm
night.
Friday
Paris
at
44
11 00 Purr
Fowler and son, Joey. moved into
30 Have Gun
11 30 Auction
Paul' Wade and A. M. Dycus 11.00 Bowling
00 Ounsmoke
their new home on Maple street
30 New York Coof
45 Hockey Pre
last week. Freddie will leave soon set the scoring pace for South 131 00
Ice Hoek*?
I 00 Welk
00 'Theatre
for a year of service in Korea. Fulton with 13 points each. Ray- 3.30 matinee
mond Van Dyke accounted for 23 $•so C. Performance 1 30 News
of Grove's points.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 25
We, have complete stocks The Paris girls team defeated
00 Face Nation
8 00 'The Armee!
.South Fulton 42-33.
30 Philharmonic
30 The Life

South Fulton
Boys Team Wins

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201

FuuroN

Mrs. Walter Perrnenter was their
house guest while Mr. Perrrienter
was hospitalized.
Mrs: Bobbie Langston was the
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Franklin House in Memphis. He
and Mrs yens returned home
Runday evening.

11.00 Lamp
30 Look Up
10 00 Eye on N. W.
10 30 Camera Three
10 55 CEt8 News
11 00 Christopher*
11 30 Man to Man
II 45 Palm
12 00 Country Style
12 15 Ind. on Parade
12 30 Matigere
2.00 The Last Word
,3-30 World of Ideas

30 Amateur Hour
00 Small World
30 20th Century
00 Lassie
30 Bach Father
00 Ed Sullivan
00 0 5 Theatre
30 Hitchcock
00 Keep Talktne
30 What a my line
00 Nees
16 Theatre
00 News

MONDAY. JANUARY 26
00 Breakfast
00 KaDIOroo
45 News
00 Love or Money
30 Godfrey
1 00 I Love Lacy
1 10 Top Dollar
II 00 Love of Lift
11 10 Search
11 45 Guiding Light
12 00 News
12 20 Weather
12 30 World Turns
1 00 Jimmy Dean
1 30 House Parts
2 00 BM Payoff
3 30 Verdict
3 00 Brighter Day
3 IS Secret Storm
3 30 Edge of Might

00 Matinee
30 Cartoon Capers
50 Cru Rabbit
00 Superman
30 Father
00 Scoreboard
05 Weather
15 CBS News
30 Name Tune
00 The Texan
30 Tether Knows
00 Danny Thomas
30 Ann Southern
00 Raiders
30 Rescue /
1 041 State Trooper
1 30 Lawman
11 00 Theatre
12 30 News

TUESDAY. JANUARY 27
30 Edge of Night
11:110 Breakfast
00 Matinee
4.00 Kangaroo
30 Cartoon Capers
41 News
50 Cru Rabbit
9 OD Love or Money
00 Woodpecker
9 30 Godfrey
30 Jeff's Collie
10 le I Love Lacy
00 Scoreboard
10 30 Top Dollar
OS Weather
II 00 Love of Life
IS CBS News
11.30 Search
30 Boots & Saddle
11:41 Dueling Light
00 Invisible Man
11110 News
30 Tell the Truth
11:20 Weather
00 Godfrey
11:30 World Turns
30 Red Skelton
1 -00 Jimmy Dean
9 00 (lorry Moore
1 30 House Party
10 00 U 8 Marshall
3 00 Big Payoff
10 30 Theatre
1 30 Verdict
12 90 News
3 00 Brighter Day
3 15 Secret Storm

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28.

Meny men, worAing with
many new hinds of equipment, contribute to improving
Illinois Central services and
to keeping them economical.

The "Impossible"
Took a Little Longer
4.1110.

Years ago the Illinois Central began building a new kind of railroad team. Into its
building went fresh training methods, new
and better ways of doing many jobs, new
types of equipment and the sturdy backbone of financial strength it takes to support such a team.
Each passing year proved this new team's
worth. In 1958 the team met its greatest
challenge in a dozen years-and won. It
did what we knew it could do but what
many said was impossible. It chalked up
a creditable business box score in a poor
business year. And, at the same time, it

speeded up and added fresh variety and
flexibility to our services.
This is the Illinois Central team that
should achieve even greatersuccess in 1959,
snaking this railroad a stronger, more
useful servant to all the people of

Mid-America.

WAYNE A.JOHNSTON
Prosident

749 Breakfact_______1:30 Edge of Night
4.00 Matinee .
8700 Kamera*
4 30 Cartoon Capers
8.411 News
LOD Love or Mosey 4 50 Cu Rabbit
5 00 Little Rascals
30 Godfrey •
30 Cisco Kid
10 00 I Love LUCY
6 00 Scoreboard
10,30 Top Dollar
6 OS Weather
1100 Love of Life
8 15 CBS News
11 30 Search
8 30 Sea Hunt
II 45 Guiding Light
12 00 News
'1 00 Champion
12 30 Weather
1 30 Trackdown
12 30 World Turns
11 00 Millionaire
1 00 Jimmy Dean
I- 30 Got a Secret
9 00 Steel Hour
1 - 30 House Party
10 00 Racket Squad
3.00 Big Payoff
3- 30 Verdict
10 30 Theatre
3 00 Brighter Day 12:00 News
3:15 Secret Storm

To Make Ballard
Best Waterfowl
Area In Nation

read the Classified Ada

Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance

PACKAGE DEAL

38, 60

1

"Covering everything"

/eat/-,..feteuix,

422 Lake St.
Phone 408
Fulton, Ky.
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•PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe •

•AUSTIN SPRINGS

PROGRAM ScHEDULE

Happy Birthday

Carey Fried& •
(Too Late for Last Week)
CHANNEL 6
wageteensessomai
,
Paducah, Kentucky
A very nice crowd attended
(Last Week)
Quarterly Conference at Chapel
i Jan. 23: Cecil Ann Wolbencei,
THURSDAY, JANUARY 22
Hill S'unday night.
The boys ball teams went to
J. Higgins, Sam McDaniels, J.
5
00 popery.
6 15 Sign On
The many friends of Riley Cayce last Friday night. Several T. Robey; Jan. 24: Patsy Fall
5 30 News
a 30 Classroom
Smith are very sorry about his local fans went with them. Both Bowers, Mrs. D. J. Stokes, Mrs.
35 Weather
'1 00 Today
9 00 Dough Re 1/1 5 so sports
accident several days ago when teams were defeated.
Leslie Nugent, Grover Brown,
9 30 Treasure Hunt $41 NBC News
he suffered a fractured limb. He
Mrs. Johnnie Harwood is im- Betty Sue Bondurant; Jan. 25: Joe
10 00 Price is Right 6 00 Thls Is Alice
30 Peoples Choke
10 30 Concentration
is in Jones Clinic. His daughter, proving as well as can be expect- Moser, Janie Ruth Noles, Wade
11 00 Tic Tae Dough '7 00 Whirlybirds
7 30 It could be YOU Mrs. Flora Brown of Providence, ed, after having major surgery at Cox; Jan. 26: Pat
McKenzie
11 30 Could Be You
6 00 Closed D00114
12 00 News
Ky. and Mrs. Fiey Lawson of the Mayfield Hospital last Friday. Hicks, Mary Jo Westpheling; Jan.
12 15 Pastor Speak, 8 30 Tenn. Ernie
Sturgis, Ky. spent from Friday
A film will be shown at the 27: Dorothy L*wis Foutch; Jan.
9 00 Bet Your LIM
12 30 Moat
1 30 Party
00 CsEsequenege
till Sunday visiting their mother, New•Hope Church Friday night at 28: Katherine Lowe, K all i e
1 30 Haggis Bangle 10 00 Legend '
a patient in Haws Rest "ome and
p. m. This film is an interesting French, Mrs. Allie V. Mack; Jan.
10 15 Roundup
2 00 Dr Malone
1,, JO News
3 30 These Roots
Mr. Smith.
and beautiful one concerning 29: Fredreics Gibson, Paul Argo.
,
1,
45
Jock
Parr
Queen
Dar
300
Sergeant Wayne Ramsey and Hawaii. prother Hillard will pre12 00 Sign off
3:30 County Pair
4:00 Gene Autry
wife and 4 sons are guests of his sent the program. The public is several days.
Friends will regret that Mr.
parents, Mr. and T.Irs. DeWitt invited to attend.
__FRIDAY, JANUARY 23
The Chestnut Glade Home Henry Smith, who suffered a
They are.vel New Year's
Ramsey.
Sib Sign On
COO Hand arts
Day, 'Sergeant Ramsey has been Demonstration Club will have'the broken leg recently, and is a
4 25 Dance Party
1:30 Classroom
9:00 Today
5.25 Film
years with regular monthly meeting'at the patient at the Campbell Clinic,
in Okinaw the past
5 - 30 News,
11.1/1) Doug Re MI
leave the home of Mrs. Harvey Vaughan condition is reported to be criwill
They
Force.
Air
the
Wpo
9:30 Treasure Host
5s
30
4
s r
eart4he
WOO Price Right
21st for Shreveport, La. where he Thurseday at 1 p. m. Members are tical.
65 00
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan attended
NBC News
1030 Concentration
45 H0,
mother en- expected and visitors are cordially
11 00 Tic Tar Do
Highway Patrol will be stationed. His
a meeting of the Reelfoot Region11 30 Could Be You
6 30 N Passage
tertained 23 of his friends and welcomed.
12 00 News
7 00 Ellen y Quees
Harvey Vaughan attended the al Library Board at the Gateway
relatives with a dinner one day
12 13 Pastor Stickel 8 00 54-Squad
21st. annual Convention of School Restaurant Tuesday evening. Mrs.
30 Thin man
12 30 Pageant
last week.
Guy Bar1:00 Truth or Con. t• 00 Cali. of Sports
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Green- of Board Members in Nashville last Enos Thurman and Mrs.
Si 45 Flight Beat
1:30 Haggis Bagels
County
10 00 Theatre
near Mayfield, spent Sunday with week. Other Weakley County ber are the Weakley
3 00 Dr Malone
10 30 News
2:30 These Stoota
members attending were Doug members on the regional board.
Mattie
Mrs.
mother,
Green's
Mrs.
3:00 Queen
10 45 Jack Parr
Several friends enjoyed a spaRyan, G. L. Billingsby, Muriel
Renfro.
12 00 Sign Off
3.30 County pair
supper with the Durrell
ghetti
Don
Westbrook,
Hobert
Finch.
daughand
Mrs. Robert Rogers
SATURDAY, JANUARY 24
ter, Libby, visited Mrs. Roger's Crawford and Dr. Nathan Porter. Terrels Saturday night. Those en400 Bowling
Get well wishes to J. C. Grubbs joying the Terrell's hospitality
530 Sign On
parents, Mr. • and Mrs. R. R.
4 30 C. Performance
II 45 Cartoons
who is a patient in the Baptist were Mr .and Mrs. Roy Mix, Mr.
Castleman in Hickman Sunday.
5 00 Popery.
9 00 Howdy Doody
Mrs. Jane
5 JO Jet Jackson
9 30 Ruff & Reddy
Mrs. John Smith spent Saturday Hospital in Memphis where he and Mrs. E. I. Brundige,
5 00 Jungle Jim
10 00 Fury
Ann Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ches
ailment
had
a
for
surgery
back
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
afternoon
6 30 People runny
10 10 Circus BOY
Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
last week.
00 Como
11 00 True Story
Matthews.
Vaughan and Bill Rogers.
8 00 Black Saddle
1110 Detective
attended
Vaughan
Harvey
Mrs.
Glascow
Robert
Mrs.
and
Mr.
8.30 Cimarron city
'.
13.00 Mr Wizard
....aar.......
9 30 D. As Men
13- 35 News
and Mr. and Mrs. Franklin White- a meeting of Weakley County unit .................• _____ _
10 00 Well
13:30 Showtime
Society
Cancer
American
the
of
Sunwere
Midway
near
head of
Complete Line
11 00 Wrestling
1.30 Sports
1 00 Sign Off
day afternoon guests of Mr. and at the Gateway Restaurant Mon2:06 Basketball
3:30 Racing
was
Mr.
night.
Miles
day
Leonard
Mrs. Almus Polsgrove.
Rearing Aid Batteriesi
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gilliand elected County unit chairman. For all makes of hearing aids!
SUNDAY, JANUARY 25
moved to a farm near Mid- Mrs. Charlie Detchon was elected
Visit our Hearing Aid Depart5 30 Huntley
. secretary.
10 00 Sign 00
way.
ment at your first opportunity.
1015 Christian Set. 6 00 Saber London
6 30 Bregman
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Murray
10130 Herald ,Truth
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Graddy of
7 00 Steve Allen
The
30 Church
11:4/0
CITY DRUG CO. ,
Route 2 and Mr. and Mrs. have returned to their home in
8 00 Chevy Show
9 00 Loretta Yonne
Phone 701
11:00 Faith
Leonard Adams of Martin were Baton Rouge, La. after visiting
Lake Street
KS
10
9
Boston Bla.
13:30 Frontiers of P.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. relatives in this community for
11:45 Pro Basketball 10 00 News
10 15 Million I Movie and Mrs. Bud Stem.
300 Bob HOP!
12 00 81110 Off
4 00 Kaleidoscope
Mrs. Ernest Lowe and Mrs.
500 Meet Press
Mattie, Rogers visited in Union
MONDAY, JANUARY 26
City, Sunday afternoon.
4 .00 .Roy Rogers
8 15 Sign On
Mrs. Maggie Cape and daugh5.00 POINY0
6 30 Classroom
ters, Mrs. Ralph Hardy and Miss
5.30 News
7 00 .Today
5 35 Weather
Lucreta, and Mrs. Doc Bennett
9 00 Dough Re MI
11 30 Treasure Hunt 5 40 Sports
visited relatives in Hickman and
5 45 NBC Newt
10 00 price is Right
111.30 Concentration 6 00 Bengal Lancers Cayce Sunday'hiternoon.
Buckskin
30
6
Do
Tar
Tic
11:00
Miss ,Jane Lowe had the cast
'7 00 Hostess Ova
11 30 Could be You
7 30 Wells Fargo
removed from her limb Friday
12.00 News
Gurus
Peter
8 00
12 15 Pastor Speaks
after several weeks, but will have
8 30 26 Men
•
12 30 Film
to use crutches two more weeks.
1 00 Truth or Con. 9 00 Arthur Murray
1_30 Haggis Bagels 9 30 Code 3
Mrs. William Long spent Mon10 00 Steve Canyon
3 30 Dr Malone
day in Mayfield.
10 30 News
3:30 These Roots
10 45 Jack Parr
3:00 Queen
1200 SHIN ott
3:30 County Pair

/

DARI - CREAM
SANDWICH SHOP

TUESDAY, JANUARY 27
4 00 Gene Autry
• 15 Sign On
4 30 Film
• 30 Classroom
5 -00 Popeye
7:00 Today
5 30 News
Mt
Re
Dough
11:00
0.30 Treasure Hunt 5:35 Weather
040 Sports
10 00 Price is Right
5 45 NBC News
10:30 Concentration
6:00 Union Piscine
11 -00 Tic Tat Do
6.30 Dragnet
11 10 Could be You
7 00 George Oobel
12 00 News
s:00 Burns
Speaks
12: 5 Pastor
/ 30 Cummings
13:30 Ft. P 13 6
1100 Californians
1:00 Truth or Con
030 Patti Page
1:30 Haggis Bagels
1600 Man-No Gun
2 00 Dr Malone
10 30 News.
2 30 These Roots
10'45 Jack Parr
3 00 Queen
12.00 Sign Off
3 30 County Pair

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28
3:30 County rair
6 15 Sign On
6 30 Classroom
7 00 Today
• oo Dough Re 121
9 30 Treasure Hunt
10.00 Price is Right
10 30 Concentration
11 00 Tie Tee Do
11 30 Could be You
12-00 News
13 1 Pastor Speaks
12 30 Homemakers
1 00 Truth or Con
1 30 Haggis Bagels
2 00 Dr Malone
2:30 These Roots,
3.00 Queen

4:00 ROY Roger*
$.00 Popeye
•
5 30 News
5 35 Weather
5 40 Sports
5 45 NBC News
6 00 Texas Ra41110111
6 - 30 Wagon Train
T 30 Price is RMht
8 00 Milton Berle
30 Bat Masterson
0 -00 Your Life
9 30 Pat Boone
10.00 How to Marry
10 30 News
10 45 Jack Parr
12 00 Sign Off

CAYCE NEWS
Clarice

Bondurant-

Mrs. Roy Wade visited her
mother, Mrs. Frankie McClellan
Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burnette
visited Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarice Friday afternoon.

Mr. and Mrs'. Lemuel Simpson,
Freida and Jack were in Paducah,
Ky., Saturday.
Minor Clark, Commissioner of
Mrs. Clyde Linder visited her
the Department of Fish and Wild- mother, Mrs. Inez Menees, Saturlife-Resources, took a giant stride day morning.
today toward "making Ballard
Mr. and Mrs. James Freeman
County the best waterfowl area and son, Howard, Mrs. Montez
in the nation."
Oliver, Cynthinia and Monette of
In a special announcement. Fulton, Ky., Mrs. Johnnie Stayton,
Clark said the entire Ballard Mike, Votreete and Tommy and
County Waterfowl Management Dorothy Menees• visited Mr. and
area is slated to be- changed to ..Mrs. Roy Cruce Sunday.
a federal-aid project in July,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Koonce
pending approval of the Fish and
of Wingo, Ky. spent Sunday afWildlife Resources Commission.
ternoon with Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
The Ballard Cour.ty area, some Cruce.
8,000 acres of lush duck and goose
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
land at the confluence of the Ohio Clarice were Sunday dinner
and Mississippi Rivers near La- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Naylor
Center, is the state's only public Burnette in Fulton, Ky.
waterfowl shooting area. Experts
Maurice Carr Bondurant and
have tabbed it as potentially one Monroe Bellew spent* Sunday afof the best in the nation.
ternoon with Eddie Williamson.

SAVE ! GET our

ILLINOIS
CENTRAL - ___ffx‘t Lae

WPSD-TV

Williams and John
Brown of Murray college spent
the weekend with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Williams
and Mr. and Mrs. Brown.
We are sorry Robbie Sue Champion is in the Fulton Hospital.
We wish her a speedy recovery.

Jimmy

Mrs. Blanche Williams and Mrs.
Hubert Wilkins visited Mrs. Bessie Campbell in the Fulton Hospital Sunday afternoon.
We extend our sympathy to Mr.
and Mrs. Smith who lost their
home by fire Friday afternoon.
This home was formerly the J. C.
Highway 94.
Lawson home

Fulton High
Loses To Clinton

Clinton led at every quarter
stop here Friday night and staved
off a desperation rally by the Fulton Bulldogs to grab a 59-54 decision here Friday night.
The hutsling Red Devils jumped into a 17-12 first stanza lead
and increased it to a 34-23 margin
at intermission. Fulton, trailing by
nine points, 46-37, after three
periods, pulled within two in the
final canto, but Clinton met the
challenge and moved back ahead
to stay.
Don Wyatt, Red Devil pivoter,
was the spark for Clinton. He
collected 19 points and did an
excellent job Of rebounding.
Roger' Pigue, Fulton forward,
tallied 23 for the Bulldogs.

New Store Hours Until
Further Notice ..
STARTING JANUARY 19th

MONDAY

)

TUESDAY
WEDESDAY

9:30 A. M.to 1:30 P. M.

THURSDAY

Friday -- Saturday -- Sunday
9:30 A. M. to 9:00 P. M.

No "narrow-gauge" car
smooths the bumps like PONTIAC!

The wheels are moved out 5 inches
for the widest, steadiest stance in America.

s

Road-test the only car with Wide-Track Wheels
Bumps are banished by Pontiac's WideTrack Wheels-widest, steadiest stance on

the road. Sway and lean on curves disappear,
too. Cornering is safer and handling almost
magic with the year's most important automotive advance. Come in and see for yourself
why no other car can offer the roadability of
a Wide-Track Pontiac!

America's Numeer CI Road Car!

"Wondor-Touch" Power Steering
the eefect, want ever developed for both
driving and parking-plus uneurpained
feel of the road. Optional at extra wet.

DRIVE IT AND YOU'LL BUY IT!
SEE YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER

KING MOTOR CO., INC., 101 West State Line, S. Fulton, Tenn.

_

•

e
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CLOSEOUTS: Few overcoats at
$20.00; some bow ties 3 for
$1.00; some long ties 3 for
$1.00; reductions on several
dress-shoe numbers. The EdALL KINDS OF KEYS made
wards Store, Mayfield, Ky.
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Saturday To Be
Big Day Here

Five Youths Arrested For South
Fulton Robbery Wanted Elsewhere

Milton PTA Banquet

The Milton PTA will have itsbanquet this evening (Thursday)
at the school, beginning at 7:30
p iii
face.
A special program will include
Subsequent investigation led to an
address by H. M. Vanderford.
the arrest and admission of the
theft, said Perdew.
He said there is a possibility SUMMING IT UP—
Continued from Pace One
that the charge against the
Doughty youth may be dismissed. man, left last Wednesday for
since his four companions have Excelsior Spring, Mo., where he
said that he was asleep in tbe entered McCleary Clinic as a
back seat of the car when the patient. He underwent surgery
and is doing fine.
theft occurred.
The radiators were sold for $36
to a Cairo junk dealer, said Per- STUBBLEFIELD—
dew.
Continued from
rage One
The boys are being held for committee." Stubblefield said.
South Fultbn authorities.
Ellis is a brother of Holmes
Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, Murray.

Saturday will be a big day in the
Pa d uc a it Authorities have
Polio campaign drive here. That charges against the youths and
day will be Blue Crutch Day and Illinois authorities also have
the Polio Radio Auction will be issued warrants against them.
on the air for three hours over
()Dion county authorities may
FOR THE BEST ewe, on ()nice
WFUL.
have to wait until both Paducah
When
it's
Furniture buy Shaw -Walker
Also, Mrs. Robert Batts and and Illinois police dispose of
See James 0 Butts at The
Real Estate in Fulton
Mrs. Joe - Johnson will have a their charges against the youths
Caldwell
Harvey
Co.,
Polio Coffee lasting all day at the before they can be brought here
— see
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Kentucky Hardware Store on to face the theft charges in
Phone 674. We trade for your CHARLES W.BURROW
Walnin Street.
South Fulton.
old equipment.
CITIZENS OF TOMORROW: Tuesday was one of the biggest
309 Walnut
Phone 61
Five McCracken Counts'
(I. to r.) RANDA LYNNE. age 7, days of the Polio Auction, bringuths
Farm Loans
isnd CAROL ANNE NABORS,age ing in $180, through donations have been charged with the theft
of a dozen automobile radiators
3, daughters of Mr. and Mrs. from the Cayce Community.
Conventional Loans
from a salvage company in South
lames Nabors of 83 Vaincil St.,
Fulton.
FHA Loans
Fulton, granddaughters of Mr. NOTEBOOK—
Sales Ind Service The five were arrested by DepRoute
Breeden
of
Mrs.
L.
and
J.
best
very
sqThe
selection
of
real
Continued from Pape One
New motors: .r1/40 thu 5-HP
uty Sheriffs D. Y. Perdew and
Fulton and Mr. R. B. Nabors of for the area where we live.
5,
estate
for
at
sale
all
times
I
in stock
Mallory Edwards.'Two of the boys
Princeton; Ky.
24-hr. delivery up to 200-HP sizes
are juveniles.
The News received the follow•
•
•
If any of you doubt my loyalty
The others are William Lewis
ing telegram from Mr. Stubbleto Fulton and the area around Hill, 21,
Used Motors: 1/40 thru 15-HP HELP WANTED: See me for good FULTON HIGH—
41131i N. 7th St., Padufield Friday, concerning his apRawleigh Business now availhere. I ask that you flip through cah; A.
L. i)ougthy Jr., 18, PaSouth Fulton edged Palmers- pointment:
Continued from Page One
the pages of your memory.
able in Fulton Co. or Fulton. I
ducah Rt. 4; and Larry Adam elite in a pair of basketball games
"My selection as a member of
will help you get started. Bill Mann.
If Bert Combs is elected we will Short, 17,
Paducah Rt. 8.
Tuesday night. The visiting girls the.House Agriculture Committee
Johnson, Box 352, Russell
Juniors: Boys—Everett Allen, seek no "accidental benefits" for
Warrants
charging them with took a 36-35 victory and the boys is an honor and a tribute to the
E. Slate Line
Fulton
Springs, Ky. Ph. Union 6-7106 Tommy Allen. Wayne Anderson, this area. It is generally underbreaking and entering have been a 69-64 win.
First District of Kentucky. I
Phones 459 and 559
or write Rawleigh's, Dept. Philip Andrews, Roland Carter, stood among all of us working taken
for all five boys in South
PalmersVilles girls actually led sought this assignment because I
KY.A-1071-594 Freeport, Ill.
John Cunningham, Tommy Fields, with Bert Combs in Fulton Coun- Fultori. The theft occurred on 20-14 at
halftime of their game believed I could best serve the
George Ray Gunter,- Kenneth ty that we will make a planned, Monday night of last week.
but succumber to a late South District by working on the Agrideliberate
-effort
our
to
get
equal
Leggett, James Reed. Gary WilPerdew said credit for the ar- Fulton rally. Shirley Brockwell culture Committee. I am especialliamson. Girls—Jean Burnette, share of good roads, constant cal- rest belongs to a McCracken scored
FREE PARKING !
16 for South Fulton. in- ly grateful to Congressman John
sideration
on
Industrial
the
and County farmer who saw the
Martha Herring, Maridel Wills,
boys
cluding
a field goal in the final C. Watts, of Kentucky, whose
Development
-Board, and the at- cleaning the radiators
Judy Burton. Patsy Smith.
on se Ly- seconds that won the game. San- place on the committee I am takSophomores: Boys—T homas tention of a Governor who will don Road.
dra Westbrook made her 15 for ing, for his efforts in my behalf.
Carney, Bobby Hancock, Charles remember us when he's in office
When he questioned The boys Palmersville.
"I realize. that as a freshman
Long TermsRice, Hal Warren. Charles Wil- instead of this periodic attention about it. they gave evasive rePaul Wade scored 27 points to Congressman, in my selection to
at
election
time.
-Easy Payments
lingham. Girls—Elaine Beggs,
plies, so the farmer took the li- lead South Fulton's boys to their this important committee is exAcross From
Tena Bone, Lynn Bushart. Chan
cense number of their car and win. Kenneth Doncho had 18. traordinary. My administrative
May
ask
'consideration
your
I
Covington, Karen Dublin, Dortha
Coca-COla Plant
turned it over to the sheriffs of- Jerry Rawls 16 and Cayle Griffith assistant, Frank R. Ellis. who
Duke, Judy M oor e, Ophelia of the candidacy of Bert Combs
grew 'up on a tobac..a farm in
15 for Palmersville.
Speight, Susan Stokes, Sandra for Governor!
Mack Ryan
Calloway County, has worked far
WILLIAMS—
Williams.
the Department of Agri,•ulture in
Charles Stafford
HARRY B—
Washington for more than 20
Freshmen: Boys—David Cuncontinued from Pert Ono
(Continued
rage
'from
one
ningham, Bill Leneave, Paul
kulton City got hot in the third years. For the past 10 years he
Nanney, Ronny Winston. Girls— who elected him and to the Dis- article read:
quarter at Murray Tuesday night has been Chief of the branch that
"The foremost financial institu- to come from behind and
Cleta Beggs. Wanda Wash, Kay trict he represents. This is not to
take a handled the tobacco price-support
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